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The attached was returned in the
President's outbox today and is
forwarded to you for appropriate
handling.•
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

2/13/79

Mr. President.:
Memos from Blumenthal, Vance
and additional comments from
Henry Owen are attached.
However, the Mcintyre-Owen
memo summarizes all views.
Owen is reflecting Brzezinski's
views.
Congressional Liaison
concurs with NSC/Owen in all
ca·ses.

Rick

EXECU1JVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. ·20503

February 12, 1979

MEMORANDUM
TO:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

JAMES T. MciNTYRE,
HENRY OWEN .b"'

SUBJECT:

Foreign Assistance Organization

JR.~

The development assistance. authorization act for FY 1979
required you "to institute a strengthened system of
coordination of all u.s. economic policies affecting
the developing countries" and to report to the Congress
by February l, 1979,* on the measures taken and proposed
toward those ends. This memorandum seeks, your decisions
on how strengthened coordination of foreign assistance
programs should be achieved. It follows extensive
consultations with the concerned departments and ·
agencies and with Frank Press.
BACKGROUND
1.

Nature of the Problems

Foreign aid has long been a problem for the Executive branch.
An underlying cause is the public perception that foreign
aid is simply a "giveway" program. The results are annual
appropriation fights, and the enactment o.f myriad (and often
conflicting) administrative, foreign policy, and specialinterest restrictions and prescriptions.
Skepticism toward development aid is reinforced by three
related problems.

*The relevant committee chairmen have no objection to this
report being slightly delayed.
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A weak AID. First, the AID program, which includes more.
than eighty percent of .all of the Federal personnel working:
on foreign assistance, suffered for many years from low
morale, a largely undistinguished staff and weak senior
manag.ement. Thoug.h improvements have been made in receat
years, much remains to be done.
Multiple Goals.
Second, by law or policy, the component
programs of development aid mus·t serve multiple objectives:
P. L.. 4 80 food aid, for example, must meet development,
humanitarian, short-term diplomatic, market development,
and domestic commodity management g.oals. AID's relatively
limited development assistance funds have often been diverted
to mee.t short-term po1i tical needs abroad.
No one in Charge. Third, t·he U.S. aff.ects development abJ:"oad
through a variety of instruments--mainly bilateral loans and
grants, contributions to multilateral development institutions,
food aid, and trade policy. The AID director is responsible
for the first, the Secretary of the Treasury for the second,
the Secretary in Agricul.ture for the third, and a g.roup of
cabinet and EOP officials for the fourth. While mechanisms
for coordination exist, no one has clear lead responsibility
or authority for development efforts as a whole.
2.

The !DCA Proposal and Your Actions in Response

The Humphrey bill (S. 2.420) of last year was an attempt to
deal mainly with the la,st two of those problems--multiple
goals and the absence of anyone in charge. It would have
established an In.ternationa1 Development Cooperation
Administration (!DCA), and made that agency responsible for
u.s. bilateral loan and grant programs, contributions to
multilateral development banks, voluntary contributions
to UN development programs (for which State is now responsible);
limited aspects of P.L. 48·0 (now shar·ed between AID and USDA),
OPIC, the Peace Corps (now part of ACTION) and support for
private and voluntary agency programs.
Last March, in deciding upon the Administration response to
the Humphrey bill, you (Tab A) :
o

Approved the !DCA concept and, subject to several
conditions, approved the transfer of OPIC and
Peace Corps into !DCA if it were created.
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o

Deferred dec idling whether to· transfer to !DCA
responsibility for managing U.S. participation
in multilateral development banks (MOBs) until
further experience made clear whether such a
transfer was needed .•

For the interim, you:
o

Designated
.to you and
policy and'
before the

the AID Administrator as chief advisor
the Secretary of State on development
chief spokesperson for development aid
Congress.

o

Expanded and strengthened the Development Coordination
connnittee (DCC), chaired by the AID Administrator,
and directed him to prepare an annual development
policy statement providing overall policy guidance
for each component of the aid program.

o

Decided to propose an Institute For Technological
Cooperation (!FTC) to promote ·scientific and technological research in the developing countries.
(!FTC•
had not been part of the Humphrey bill.)

· The Congress did not act last year on the organizational provisions of the Humphrey bill, but instead urged that you propose
an International Development Cooperation Administration
which would have .•• primary responsibility ••. for
coordination of international development related activities and which would have in its organizational framework the maximum possible range of U.S. Government agencies
and programs related to international development.
HIRC Chairman Zablocki later wrote to you to press the case
for !DCA. Your September 27, 1978, response .(Tab B) stated:
As you know, I decided last year that there should
be the kind o·f !DCA you have in mind. We are now
considering how best to put this to the Congress.
A number of major issues remain unresolved. Since they relate
closely to the questions you have already considered, and
since the Humphrey bill no longer need set the framework for
Administration decisionmaking, this memorandum treats all
major questions as open for your reconsideration. The
circumstances surrounding Governor Gilligan's departure have
heightened congressional inte·rest in a resolution of these
issues that will emphasize development.
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ORGANIZATIONAL ALTERNATIVES
We see four .ma.in alternatives:
(1) create an IDCA having full
authority over at least some development as:sistance programs,
(2) create an IDCA having general policy a:nd budget ·author.ity
over pro.grams assigned to it, (3) establish a development
community coordinator in the Executive Office of the President
with budget and general policy authority over such programs,
and (4) retain existing arrangements. Though there are various
degrees of congressional support and resistance to each of these
options, congressional concern is not so strong or unified as
either to require or to preclude your cho·ice of any alternative.
No substantial savings are automatically produced by any option.
Neither would. there be any staff increase; the staff positions
required by options 1, 2, and 3 would. be drawn from existing
slots in affected agencies. It is possible that, under any
alternative, small economies could be realized.
The options' formulations for budget control and policy authority
leave room for some further debate among the affected agencies.
We believe that we can work out specific implementing language
(as we did in the inte1ligence reorganization) more easily
once you have given us your basic preference. We will bring
such issues back to you only if absolutely necessary.
1.

IDCA with Full Authority Over Some Programs

In this alternative, an IDCA would be established as an independent agency within the Executive branch and subject to the
foreign policy guidance of the Sec.retary of State. The
Administrator. would report both to· you and the Secretary of
State, would serve as the principal development advisor to each
andwould consult with the Secretary of State before submitting
his budget to OMB. The Administrator's staff would be drawn
from personnel slots already existing in IDCA's components.
The relation of the IDCA Administrator to IDCA's component
programs would be as follows.:
o

AID, IFTC, and OPIC would become component entities
of IDCA. Over AID, which would retain its own
Administrator, the IDCA Adminis·trator would
exercise full authority. Over IFTC, whose success
will require substantial operational autonomy,
the ·IDCA Administrator would exercise budget and
general policy authority. OPIC would continue to
operate under the policy direction of its Board
of Directors. The Administrator would replace the
AID Administrator as Chair of the Board.

v
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o

Peace Corps might or might not be included--that
decision is presented separately below. If included~
it would have, like !FTC,. substantial operational
autonomy subject to the Administrator's budget and
policy authority.

o

Over P.L. 480, and U.S. participation in the ·MDBs
and internatipnal organizations (IOs), the IDCA
Administrator wo:uld exercise whate;ver authority
you provide him by the individual decisions presented below.

The !]!>CA Administrator would chair the DCC and would make
recommendations to you concerning the appointment and removal
o.f s.enior of:ficials of each !DCA component. To make it wor·th
creating, such an agency shm~ld probably have authority over
most of the de;velopment assistance programs presented indivi-·
dually f·or decision below, including some significant role
with rega~d to the MOBs.
The advantages of this alternative are that, like option 2:
o

It would clearly s·ignal the high priority to be
given development goals.

o

It would provide the Executive branch official having
principal responsibility for development with a
permanent institutional base.•

o

It is acceptable to Chairman Zablocki, the leading
congressional proponent of reorganization in this area.

o

It would be consistent with you decisions of
March 1.978 (Tab A) and your recent letter to
Congres·srilan Zablocki (Tab B) •

Disadvantages are that: ·
o

Having full authority over AID, the IDCA Administrator
might become absorbed in its management, at the expense
of his responsibilities for overall coordination.

o

It is unlikely that an Administrator having line
authority over the AID program would be accepted
by Cabinet members conducting other programs and
by members of the Congress a·s a neutral policy
coordinator over all assistance programs.

6

As a subcabinet officer, the head of !DCA would
have limited ability to ensure that development
goals are taken fully into account in. u.s.
decisionmaking on trade and monetary issues,
and in decisions involving the relative
priority of political versus development
objectives. (The same objection applies to
option 2 •. )

0

2.

!DCA with Budget and Policy Authority

This alternative is identical to the first except that the
authority of the Administrator with respect to all component
agencies is limited principally to control over budget, se·tting
of basic policies, and making recommendations to you concerning
appointment and removal of senior officials of each component.*
The advantages of this option are that:
o

It would ensure that the !DCA Administrator focuses on
the developmental significance of actions taken by
all of the various u.s. agencies that affect develop.ment, and is not perceived merely as an AID director
attempting to control programs of other department•s.

o

It would symbolize hi.gh priority for development
goals more clearly than option 3 or 4.

o

Like option 1, it would give the Executive branch
official with principal -development responsibility
his own institutional base.
·

o

It is acceptable to Congressman Zablocki and consistent with you decisions of March 1978 (Tab A) and
your letter of September 1978 (Tab B) .

Disadvantages are that:
o

Like option 1, it requires a subcabinet official
to influence development-related activities of
Cabinet departments (e.g., trade and monetary
issues).

*·As under option 1, the !DCA Administrator would cha.ir
OPIC's Board.
Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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o

It creates an _additional independent agency whose
Administrator would·have no authority that could
not be exercised (perhaps more powerfully) by an
EOP coordinator under option. 3.

3. ·A Development Coordinator
Under this al te·lmati ve, an International Development
Coordinator placed' in the Executive Office o-f the President
would approve the budgets and p:rovide policy guidance for
all development agencies and prog.rams dis.cussed in this
memorandum. No IDCA.would be established, and no programs
would move from their current organizational locations
(e.g.; AID would remain within the State Department).
All prog-rams would retain substantial operating autonomy.
The coordinator would have a small staff (drawn from the
assistance ageBcies and not part of the Executive Office) •
He would chair or replace the DCC, would replace. the AID
Administrator as chair of the OPIC Board, and would lead
the Administration's foreign a'ssistance presentation to
the Cong.ress. He would submit an overall development
budget directly to OMB.
Arguments for this model are that it:
o

Would provide means for establishing a coherent
devel·opment policy arid-budge.t without compromising
the operational.autonomy or institutional identity
of any component agency or program.

o· Would provide the chief development official,
through his EOP position, with greater potential
influenceon trade-related decisionmaking and on
political issues affecting development than an
IDCA Administrator would possess.
o

Could be established almost entirely by Executive
Order rather tha'n ·requiring a reorg.aniza.tion plan,
and is administrativ-ely easier to effect than
options 1 and 2. _(Details not accomplished by
Executive Order could be covered through the
- foreign assistance authorization legislation.)

Disadvantages are that the option:
o

Given its Executive Of.fice status, would provide
les.s institutional permanence and, in the view of
some key members of Congress, would be particularly
dependent upon the personal relationship between
the coordinator-and the President.

8

4.

o

Departs from your decision of March 1978 to establish
an IDCA and the Sep.tember assurance to Chairman
Zablocki to that .e.ffect; will not satisfy Zablocki.

o

Brings an additional function into the EOP~

Retain Current Arrangements

The fourth option is to retain the DCC structure as the principal
vehicle for coordinating foreign assis-tance programs, policies,
and congressional presentations, and to encourage its further
evolution. The only institutional change would be the creation
of !FTC (through Executive Order and/or l-egislation).
Arguments for this option:
o

It would provide-an-opportunity to see whether the
DCC, under-new leadership, can fulfill the role you
designated·for it last spring.

o

It would preserve the distinctive purposes and
opera•tions' of the various assistance programs.

Arguments against:
o

It requires that decisions on matters important to
senior Cabinet officers-be made by a committee headed
by a subcabinet official without EOP status, an
ar_rangement doubtful in principle and thus far
unsuccessful in practice.

o

It is conir~~Y to your March 1978 decisions and fails
to meet your September assurance to Chairman Zablocki .•

o

Some in Congress would attribute this outcome to
indecisiveness. In conjunction with Governor
Gilligan's departure,_ it would also be taken to
mean that-development goals had low priority.

-------·- ---··-···
......

-····-·~-----·
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Organizational Decision
1.

!DCA, including Full Authority over AID (supported by
State on the assumption that your decisions on the MOBs
and IOs will be consistent with its recommendations).
State proposes that the !DCA budget be submitted to OMB
through the Secretary of State, who could modify it as
he saw fit. Our view, as presented above, is that the
!DCA Administrator should consult the· Secretary of State
in formulating his budget, but then present it directly
to OMB. This is:sue is important symbolically, on the Hill
and elsewhere, in signalling the priority that you .attach
to development, particularly in the wake of Jack Gilligan's
departure.
/NOTE:
If you choose this option or option 2, the entire
-remainder of this memorandum is relevant.
It poses for
your decision questions concerning the remaining programs
and policies to be consolidated into IDCAJ

2.

Approved as
Approved as modified by
recommended in
.State as to budget
this memo
(Owen and OMB oppose)
(Pettigrew)
!DCA with Budg.e·t and Policy Authority (supported by AID,
Henry Owen, and Frank Press).
Approved

'j. 3.

Development Coordinator (supported by OMB and Agriculture)
/NOTE:
I.f you choos·e this option, you need consider in
-addition only the following discussion and decision
regarding the MDBsJ
Approved

)(· 4.

Retain current arrangements (supported by Treasury and
ACTION).
Approved

WHAT SHOULD !DCA CONTAIN?
If you have
each of the
addition to
If you have
the MDBs.

chosen option 1 or 2, you must decide whether
following prog,ram. elements and authorities (in
AID, OPIC, and !FTC) should be assigned to !DCA.
chosen option 3, you need decide only as to
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Multilateral Development Banks (MDBs)
Management of U.S. participation in the MOBs ha;s long been
delegated to the Secretary of the Treasury. The.Secretary
.serves as the U.s. Governor of each MDB., nominates the U.s.
Executive Directors of these institutions, ·and, after
consultation with other agencies, provides policy g,uidance
and instructions to the Executive Directors. The Under
Secretary of State for Economic Affairs currently s·erves
as the Alternate u.s. Governor of each MDB.
The.issue is what. responsibilities, if any, for the development
.aspects of MDB programs and policies should be assigned to
IDCA or the Development Coordinator.
(All participants agree
that Treasury should retain responsibility for such purely
financial MDB functions as controlling access of the banks
to U.S. capital markets and monitoring MDB' relations with
th.e U.s.. banking community.)
Senator Ribicoff and Congresrsman Zablocki strongly believe
that reorganization should include the. transfer of considerable
authority with regard· to the MDBs·; thei'r position is roughly
that of option 3 below, although Zablocki will accept option 2.
Th.e arguments for shifting some or all development-related
responsibility for MDBs are:
o

The MDBs are development institutions. The decisions
made by.their Executive Directors mainly concern
lending pr~orities among countries, sectors, and
functions-.-issues that hinge on development policy
cons•iderations and require de:velopmen't expertise.

o

The MDBs are now the largest source of development
loan fl]nds in the world, yet u.s. development actions
are not now well designed to complement those of the
MDBs. Making. one agency or individual respons·ible
both for directing B.S. bilateral programs and advising
u.s.· Executive Directors of MDBs would provide the best
likelihood of better performance.

o

The presentation to Congress of a coherent U.S.
development program that relates u.s. contributions
to the MOBs to appropriations for the bilateral
pr.ogram would also be facilitated, and the current
implicit competition between AID and Treasury for
aid funds couid be better controlled.

11
o

Beefing up the DCC, as decided last March, has
not materially.altered the situation.

The main arguments against :a substantial shift in MDB
respons'ibili ties a·re set forth below. These argumen.ts
·are particularly relevant to the most radical shift,
option 3.
o

o

AID nowhas formal and informal mechanisms for
providing advice·on development-related issues
in the,MDBs, and does provide such advice. AID's
influence has not been great, but the limits on
'its influence_have been set more by the q1:1ality
and intensity-of AID's effort than its lack of
formal authority.
Of all the programs the u.s. finances, the MDBs
are probably.themost p1:1rely developmental in
purpose and the most effective in advancing
development. Shifting MDB responsibility from
Treasury to IDCA or the Coordinator may risk
limiting that effectiveness-through congressional
application to our MDB participation of restrictions
like those now applied to bilateral assistance.

o

U.S. policy towards the developing countries
involves, in addition to development, a spectrum
·of finan-cial, monetary and economic issues for
which Treasury-has responsibility and expertise.

o

Any sharp dind.nution of Trea<sury responsibility
for· MDBs might make Treasury a less effective
proponent of MDB funding. in the Congress.

MDB Dec•is ion
We s•ee three alternative resolutions of
1.

thes~

differences:

Retain Current Arrangements (supported by Treasury;
acc.eptable to State).
Approved

12

2.

!DCA Administrator or Development Coordinator is Consulted
in Executive Director Selection and Advises Executive
'Directors.
Modify current coordinating. arrangements by (a) requiring
the Secretary of the Treasury to consult the Administrator
(or Coordinator) in the selection of candidates for the
Executive Director and Deputy Executive Director positions
in the MOBs and to present to yoa any differences between
the two when proposing names for your nomination, and
(b) directing the Administrator (or Coordinator) to advise
(but not instruct) u.s. Executive Directors on MDB projects
and program proposals.
(Supported by OMB, State, AID·, and
Henry Owen: acceptable to Tr·easury.) Pettigrew
Approved

3.

!DCA Administrator or Coordinator is Alternate Governor,
is Consulted in Execut1ve D1rector Select1on, and Instructs
Execut·ive Directors on Development Ma.tters.
Change existing arrangements by (a) appointing the InCA
Administrator (or Coordinator) as U.S. Alternate Governor,
(b) requiring the s·ecretary of the Treasury to consult the
Administrator (or Coordinator) in the selection of candidates
for the Execu.tive Director and Deputy Executive Director
positions, presenting a11y differences to you, and (c) having
the !DCA Administrator (or Coordinator) instruct the
Executive Directors as to development matters (individual
loans and credit sales, and replenishments), with Treasury
retaining authority_ for financial matte·rs·.
(Supported by
no agency or advisor. Stron~ly preferred by Ribicoff and
Zablocki, although option 2 is acceptable to Zablocki.)

LNOTE: The following issues arise only if you hav-e chosen
to create an IDCA~7
International Organizations
The State Department oversees u.s. participation in all
international organizations, including the organizations
of the UN and the Organization o.f American States, and
formulates U.S. policy regarding their programs and badgets.
AID also plays some role. The issue is whether responsibility
foi' managing U.S. participation in international organizations
that are primarily developmental should be transferred from
State to !DCA.
.
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Favoring such a trans;fer from State to IDCA are the opportunities
it would provide for:
o

Improved coordination between bilateral and multilateral development efforts at both policy and
.implementation levels.

o

Devotion of more development expertise to these
organizations than State can provide.

o

A more comprehensive development assistance
presentation before the Cong:ress.

The arguments.against such a transfer are that:
o

The benefits cited could.be gained through greater
use by AID of its current authority.

o

Poss.ible gains in managing participation in
developmental aspects of the UN and OAS systems
might be outweighed by losses in the overall
coherence of our UN and OAS roles.

International Organization Decision
1.

Retain existing coordinating arra·ngements.
(State supports.)
Approved

2.

Transfer to IDCA lead responsibility for policy, program,
and budget for those international org·anizations and programs
whose purpose is primarily developmental.* State wou:ld
advise IDCA on foreign policy considerations.
(Supported
by AID and OMB.) (H. Owen) Pettigrew
Approved

*BN Development Program.; UNICEF; OAS Technical Assistance
Funds; UN Capital Development Fund; UN Educational and
Training Program for Southern Africa; UN/FAO World Food
Program; FAO Post Harvest Losses Fund; UN Disaster Relief
Organization.
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P.L. 480
The P.L. 480 program has two major components: a Title I
concessional- sales program and a Title· .II· donations program.
Because Title II is focused almost entire.ly. on humanitarian
and developmental objectives, principal authority for its
implementation has been delegated to AID. Title I, in
contrast, has mult~ple purposes. Accordingly, wh.i.le most
of the authority for Titll:e I is assigned ::to Agriculture,
other authorities are assigned to other agemcies' primarily
State and AID.
In practice~ each participating agency hag
the opportunity to veto any proposed agreement. This
arrangement is cumbersome, but reasonablyeffective.
Recent legisla.tion has added new. provisions (Ti.tle III) that
authorize multi-year supply ag.reements and loan forgiveness
for poo:rer countries in return for their undertaking specified
additional r1Jral.and agricultural development activities.
·
Title III is flJ.ndedthrough Title.I·authority, and is now
manag.ed in the same fashion as Title I. The issue here is
whether to assign to the IDCA Administrator authority {without
veto to other agenc::::ies) to {2) determine a country 1 s eligibility
for Title III, . {2) review the multi-year proposals submitted
by such countries, and {3) monitor Tftle III program
implementation.*
The principal arguments for delegation of Title III authority to
IDCA are:
o

The dominant purpose of Title III ·(unlike Title I)
is developmental. It should therefore be planned
in. conjunction with other assistance instruments.

o

Delegation to !DCA would better insulate Title III
decisionmaking from the non-development concerns of
State and USDA.

· The arguments ·for maintaining the current arrang.ements are:
o

Developmental· aspects of Title !/III food aid
programs are well coordinated, and current USDA
leadershiphas shown sensitivity to development
objectives.

*II1 theory, responsibility for all P .. L. 480 programs might
properly be shifted to IDCA.
In practice, however, the
political costs of attempting such a shift appear prohibitive.
It was not proposed in the Humphrey bill and is not now
advocated by any of your advisers ..

15
o

Title III is integral to Title I; split authority
could lead to conflicting decisions and ineffective
management, and reduce political support for Title l.II.

P.L. 4aQ, Title III Decision
1.

Maintain current arrangements.
(Supported by OMB,
Agriculture, and State.) (Eizenstat~ Pettigrew)
Approved

2.

v'

Transfer to IDCA full responsibility for determining
eligibility, reviewing proposals·, and monitoring
implementation under Title III.
(Supported by AID.)
Approved

Peace Corps
The purposes of.the Peace Corps include the fostering of
international understanding and the expression of American
ideals of individual voluntary service. But its activities
also contribute to economic development in the Third World,
and Peace Corps presencehas been in many countries an
important complement to the U.S. foreign assistance effort,
particularly at the village level. AID and Peace Corps now
cooperate extensively in the field, and coordination of their
activities is increasing.
The issue is whether the development. goals of Peace Corps
should be emphasized further by transfe·rring it from ACT.ION
to IDCA. Cong.ressiohal sentiment .is unclear. Some members
would sooner see it restored to the independent status it
had until 1971 than have it remain in ACTION or be transferred
to an IDCA.
The principal argUments for moving Peace Corps are that such
a transfer would:
o

Encourage closer coordination of both program
design and fie.ld operations between Peace Corps
and other IDCA components.

o

Strengthen IDCA's "basic human needs" orientation
through the people-to-people nature of Peace Corps
operations.
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The arguments against·· ·Peace Crops' inclusion are that:
o

Peace Corps' humanitarian and non-political character
might be weakened.

o

Congress might then treat Peace Corps as a development
aid agency, and encumber it with legislative restrictions
like those that apply to AID programs.

o

Removal from ACTION would sever Peace Corps' links
with domestic voluntary service organizations.

o

A Peace. Corps subj:ect to IDCA' s . authority might be
pressured by AID to use volunteers as "junior experts"
subordinate to AID field technicians, thereby limiting
the nature of the·Peace Corps experience.

Peace Corps Decision
1.

Transfer Peace Corps to IDCA.. This option was your
decision in March, with the condition that (1) IDCA
involve a substantial consolidation of other deve.lopment
aid programs, (2) Peace Corps have autonomy within IDCA,
and (3) IDCA have substantial autonomy from State.
(S.upported by AID, assuming the conditions are sa•tisfied.)
(Pe-ttigrew)
Approved

2 •.

Further Study. Further urg,ent study to be conducted of (1)
all ACTION programs and (2) alternative Peace·corps futures,
including possible independent Peace Corps status as alternative to inclusion in IDCA if ACTION·' s domes·tic programs
are reorganized.
(Supported by OMB, Amb. OWen, State, and'
ACTION/Peace Corps.) Eizenstat ·
Approved

""
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ACTION
1•1EMORANDUM FOR: ·

THE PRESIDENT

FROI-1:

HENRY OWEN'($

SUBJECT:

Foreign Aid Reorganization

· 1. Purpose. You promised l~s. Humphrey that you would
communicate your position soon to the Congress on the
Humphrey bill reorganizing foreign aid. The PRC ha-s met
to discuss that bill. Its recommendations are set forth
in the attached paper whichdescribes the views of the
various ___age_ncies and "seeks your decisions. A separate
-·ab ~f'Sets forth Stu Eizenstat•s views; for your
-;:;c;;:o;;n;-;v~e~-r.·..........~..:..,...-+ have al·so incorporated his positions in
the attached options paper so that you 1f7on • t have to refer back and forth between separate papers.

2. My Views. I concur with the PRC agreed recommendations. On the key split. issue, I favor deferring a
decision about whether to' transfer IFI responsibilities
from Treasury to the new aid agency until 1979, when experience with improved coordination will provide a better
basis for that decision.
' ~~ ~
•
I suspect the most useful thing in the attached r.temo is
the propos'al for creation of a semi-autonomous founda.tion
for technologic_al cooperation with LDCs that will encourage
and improve private and' public research in the US and in
LDCs, on problems of concern to LDCs. This proposal by
Frank Press is strongly supported by Agriculture, AID,
State, and other PRC agencies, and is acceptable to the
bill's authors. It will help to meet the desire that you
·once expressed to see greater involvement of the private
sector in our aid program.
·

Memorandum
THE HUMPHREY BILL

Introduction. 5.2420, the Humphrey bill, attempts to consolidate- mo.st foreign economic assistance f-unctions in one new
International Development Cooperation Agency (IDCA)' under an
upgraded Administrator who would report direc.tly to you-; i t
proposes other reforms (e. g., removing present legisla.tive
restrictions), which I believe would do more to improve aid
effectiveness than the bill's organizational changes. Reports
dif.fer widely on Congressional attitudes toward the bi::tl, depending partly on which agency in the Executive Branch does
the reporting. All agree,_ however, that its fate hinges on
the Executive Branch's position.
1.
General Posture. The PRC recommends that you endorse the
bill as the vehJ.cle for legislative mar.k-up titis year, without
precluding needed. changes such as discussed below. There are
many. good feature.s to the bill; the bad features can be correcte~d.
If we oppose the bill, this will antagonize the bill's
supporters; they may ~ few, but we need them.

___V_

Approve

Disapprove

2.
IFis. The bill would tr.ansfer responsibi::tity for b'-~k
stopping the International Financial Institutions (IFis) in
relation to development policy from Treasury to XDCA. 'l'here
are three alternatives:

Option #1.: Treasury, S'Jpported by State, recommends that
you reject this proposal -- arguing that a division of these
func.tions between Treasury and IDCA would be unworkable, and
would prejudice Congressional and investor support for the
multilateral banks.· Treasury and State recommend that the
need' for greater aid integration be met through the improved
coordination mechanism proposed at Tab A, under which the XDCA
Administrator would become the chief adviser on development
policy to you and the Secretary of State and the chief spokesman for development aid on the Hill.
_ _.;;.../_-_ Approve
~.-

....
Option #2: AID, supported by ACTION, Peter Bourne!:~<;.
Frank Moore, recommends that you approve the: transfP.r of I.Ft
r.esponsibilities to IDCA -- arguing· that this woul··S sb:,~ngt '· ·:,:i.
the effectiveness of aid by ensuring, that one person makes ·;;..ae
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'key us decisions on both bilateral and multilateral aid. AID
'an1 others point out that this position would be welco:ne to the
bill's authors, who consider the IFI transfer a key feature of
aid reform and who would: strongly object to its deletion.
-------- Approve
Option i 3. 0.!-lB and the Domestic Policy St~ff recommend
going forward with the new coordination mechanism suggested
at Tab A, as well as with other features of the Humphrey bill
endorsed in this memorandum -- while postponing a decision on
IFI transfer until experience with improved coordination has
provided a better basis for deciding whether IFI transfer is
really needed. Since improved coordination could only be fully
tested after IDCA has been created, this would mean putting
off the. IFI decision until at least 1979 _;_ a postponement that
would probably be welcomed by some in the Congress.

v/

Approve

3.
Presidential Aut·hori ty. OMB and the Domestic Policy Staff
rec.:mu""'lend that we ask tne Congress to make the language of the
bill in respect of IFis and coordination more general, so that
your decisions on these issues can be made, and changed as
necessary in the future, under your existing powers._ No ag.ency
·disagrees.

- - - - - Approve

- - - - - Disapprove

4. Agriculture. The bill leaves existing. Executive Branch
PL-480 arrangements unchanged, because of jurisdictional
problems in the Senate.
The bill's authors hope that the Executive Branch and the House
will transfer some PL-480 responsibilities from the Department
of Agriculture to IDCA. AID and OMB favor this, in order to
ensure PL-480's more effect1.ve competence in this area.
The Department of Agriculture wants to continue the existing
arrangements, which give it a dominant role, because of its
unique competence in this area.
Both these arguments have merit~ but neither of these courses
seems satis.factory. lie need improved arrangements which will
p~rmit IDCA and Agriculture each to play strong roles in programming PL-480, so that we can get both better coordination
with development aid and access to Agriculture's unique competenc
The Domestic Policy Staff and I recommend that we ask the agenci(
concerned to come up with specific proposals, for ~-:hi te House re·
view, as to how PL-480 might be handled, withi:l the coordination
arrang.ements described at Ta·b A in such a way as to have this ef.

V
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5. Department of State. The bill would remove foreign economic
a·ssistance activities from the Department of State; the Administrator would report directly to you. The bill's authors want to
ensure that bila.tera1 concessional developmen.t assistanc.e is not
diverted to maet short-term political needs. We ag.ree, but want
to ensure an effective relation between State and IDCA. ~here
are tl'170 alternatives:
Option #1: The PRC recommends that the Administrator report
to you and the Secretary of State. This does not mean that the
Secretary can instruct the Administrator as to what countries
should receive what amounts of development aid ·Or of PL-480 to
meet short-term foreign policy needs. It does mean, for example,
that he can instruct the Administrator about how much Supporting
Assistance should go to what countries to mee.t political need:s,
and that he CB.J.'"'l. provide the Administrator with general foreign
policy guidance, \'lhile. respecting the development purposes of
IDCA programs. The Administrator would submit his budget to you
via the Secretary -- with the unders,tanding that any differences
between the Secretary and him would be resolved by you.
,.

,..

"
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Approve

Option #2: OHB and the Domestic Policy Staff accept the above,
but recommend that the IDCA budget go directly to yo.ti, leaving
it to Ol•IB to obtain State comments. 'This procedure is suggested
both to save time and to strengthen IDCA's statute and independence,
as desired by the bill's supporters. This procedure is opposed by
State; since the budget is an important policy document, State cons•iders the procedure described under (a), above, an important
element of its support for the proposed ne\-1 relation between State
and IDCA.
--------- Approve
6. Coordination. The bill provide·s that coordination should be
accomplished through the existing Development Coordination
Committee. This Committee's work bas been uneven; some. improvement is needed. There are two alternatives:
Option il:

The PRC recommends that, if increased IFI and

PL-480 responsibilities are not both transferred to IDCA, we
•· l .

,sho_!J.ld institute the improved. coordination arrangement described
at Tab A, ~hich would strea·mline the maze of colTh'ilittees coordinating development assistance programs and ensure an integrated
approach to the Congr·ess abo.ut foreign aid programs. If IFI and
PL-480 responsibi.lities are transferred to IDCA, a les's ambitious
coordination mechanism would suffice.
----~~---- Approve

.
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·OMB accepts the coordination arrangements
descr.ibed at Tab A and recommend'S that, in addition, a White
House coordinator be appointed to provide symbolic evidence of
your interest and to. deal with problems that fall between the
cracks -- particularly problems that arise during this period
of transition. Sta•te. and AID are opposed, considering this an
unnecessary complication and preferring to see coordination
accomplished largely through arrangements in which the .Administrator would play a central role. Domestic Policy Staff also
opposes this course, arguing that it would not accomplish much
and would add to the Executive Office s.taff..

________ .Approv~
7. Agreed Issue·s. There are a number of issues on which the
PRC members are agreed:
a. A semi-autonomous Foundation for Technological Collaboration with developing countries should be set up in IDCA to
improve US support for private and public research, in the US
and LDCs, c1n problems of" concern to developing countries.
Details are at Tab B.
b. IDCA should be responsible for reviewing and advising
on the policies and proposed budgets for all UN activities with
development missions; activities finan·ced by voluntary assessments \-lould continue to be managed by State. This would involve
modest c}1ang.e. in the bill.

•

c. Changes should be sought in the ·bill to ensure that it
does not interfere with existing security assistance programs.
d.. Personnel transferring from AID to IDCA should be
screened; this would .r·equire change in the bill. Everything
possible should be done to fulfill your commitment that employees will not lose their jobs as a result of government
reorganization .

•

:t

e. An Interna.tional Development Institute should be set
up in lDCA to support the Peace Corps and Private Voluntary
Organiz:,:·tions that assist LDCs, as provided in the bill.
f
{

-~~nsf·.

Tb.~

Overseas Private Inve.stment Corpor.ation should be
red to l,DCA, as provided in the bill. ·

·~
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.
9· The Peace Corps should be transferred to IDCA with
substantial autonom}' (and should be named the International
Development Service) -- if IDCA is created as a new agency
and given substantial autonomy from State, as recommended i.n
this memorandum.

~
-----

Approve all of the above
Disapprove items:

8. Next Steps. After you have made the above de~isions, we
will submit to you recomme!ldations as to how to advise the
Congress of your position. It is important that, i.n so doing,
'"e be seen as respond'ing positively to the Hill 1 s perception of
the need for a more effective and better ::"JOrdinated aid program.

,
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SeptEmber 27, 1978

Dear Clem,
Thanks for your letter of Septe:rnber 26, and for drawing
my attention to Title III of the I~tez::national Development and Food Assistance Act of 19~8.
I have noted
particutlarly the language that you quote urging me to
establish an International Development Cooperation
Administration which would have primary responsibility
for coordinating development-related activities and
which wou'ld include the maximu..'il range of U.S. agencies
and progrru-ns.
As you know, I decided last ye.ar that there should be
the kind of IDCA you have in mind. We are now considering how best to put this to the Congress. l-ieanwhile,
we have improved coordination of· development-.related
programs by establishing. the Deve1oprnent Coordination
Committee.
We will, o·f course, consult closely with authorizing
corrunittees and their staffs, as our wor.k .goes forward.
Thanks a,gain for all your help.
You and your ccmmi t.tee
have made a large contribution to the aid improv~-nent
we all want.
Sincerely,

.. 11.e Honorabl.e Clement J. Zablocki
Chair.nan
Com.'ilittee on-International Relations
G.S. House of Representatives
Washington~ D.C. 2Q513
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September 26, 1978

l!f/>ef "'· IPlA.DT. _., ••
D41U c::tr r.-AI'P

The Honorable Jimmy Carter
The President
The White House
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. President:
In connection with House passage on Septell'.Der 19 ,,
,.1978 of the Conference Report on H.R. 12222, the International. Development and Food Ass.is·tance Act of
1978, I wish to draw your attention to Title III of
the new Act and its implementation. Title- III represents a major element of the foreign aid reorganization proposal by the late Senator Hubert Hu.Trtphrey which,
as you know, has been studied and partially implemented
by the Congress and by the Executive branch this year.
The Title as approved in Conference includes sections
on "Declaration of Objectives," on "Implementation of
Objectives" in reg.ard to coordination, and on "Report"
which are virtually identical to these provisions as
originally passed by the House.*

...

..."' ·•

;..;h"

During the Conference on H.R. 12222, the Senate
Conferees stated that, due to the press of other business.befor:e the Senate earlier this year, they had been
unab:J:.e to devote time to f.oreign aid reorganization
c.:ues.,;.tJqns .. Howeve.r, in agreeing to _Title II!, the
· ... _ ·S.e:l_at~ Conferees also agreed to the following directive
i!i the St.:t.:met.~~: of Managers which closely reflects the
,,·
5<~!>s;li<=1nce •:)f :_l-J~: relevant provision in the House bill:*
"The cornni ttee of con fererice urges the
President to consider establishing an Inter*Attached
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nationa.l Development Cooperation Administration, to supersede the Agency for Internationa.l Developme-nt, which would have, subject
to the fore.ign policy guidance of the Secretary of State, t:rimary responsibility within
the U.S. Government for coordination of international development-related activities and
which would have within its organizational
fra.Tllework the maximum possible rans;e of u.s.
Government agencies and programs related to
international development."
In looking toward implementation of Title III, I
wish to point out that:·. (1) the action by this Committee in approving the Title last April was designed to
urge the Executive to move ahead with reorganization
to achieve the objectiv~s of the Title; (2) you had
·. begun. a reorganization process at the time, which has
been continuing; and .(3) at the House-Senate Conference
on H.R. 12222, the Executive branch position was in
favor of Title III a.s passed by the Eouse with the sole
exception of the word "directs," for which the Executive branch preferred the word "encourages."
Please be assured that the Members of the House are
strong.ly co.mmi tted to full implementation of Title III.

•

As you know the Committee staff has been con·su1 ting
w:ith members of your staff on this matter during the
past year. Bopefully, those contacts and further consultations with authorizing cornmittees will lead to
prompt submission of a reorganization plan, consistent
with the intent of Title III. We also understand that
· j <: the i!17: ?"':.t. ::;-:= the Executive branch to continue to
l":S\'
,·Jit.l
.thc.~izing com.i1littees with reg,~rd to.
·~·
~~or
:~ ~ssistance authorizing legislation
, . ., L · . 1.bmi tt.ed next year.
Jr •o

'Y

·

.

-:::nt, as usual I am prepared to assist in
to improve the U.S. foreign a·ssistance

poss_;_·;~le

' ~
>
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.
The H·=-r.cr:=.<:..e Ji;ru-ny Carter

Septer:-J:;e= 26, 1976
Page 'I::ze~

Hopefully, the impending reorganization as d'iscussed above will provide a substantial fra.11ework for
that improvement.•
lsith bes·t wishes, I remain
Sincerely yours,
!

/
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Chairman
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Following is the t~xt of Title III of H.R. 12222 as
approyed in Confe~ence:
TITLE III -- COORDINATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF
Tr::E DEVELOPMENT-REL.~TED PROGRAMS ~"'D POLICIES
OF THE UNITED STATES
Declaratio~

of Objectives

Sec. 301. T.he Congress declares that the United States
Gover.nment should place higher priority, in the formulation
and implementation of governmental policies, on efforts to
help meet the· legitimate need·s of poor countries for improving the quality of the lives of their populations.
The Congress al.so declares that greater effectivene-ss and
efficiency of United States assistance to such countries
can be achieved thro.ugh improved coordination and administrative consolidation.
Implementation of Objectives
Sec. 302. In furtherance of the objectives set forth
in section 301, the Con·gress directs the President to institute a s-trengthened system of coordination of a.ll United
State·s economic policies which impact on the developing
countries of the world, including but not limited to policies
concerning international trade, comrnodi ty ag.reements, investment, debt, international financial institutions, international and multilateral development agencies and programs,
and concessional and grant food assistance# in addition to
policies concerning United States bilateral economic development assistance.
Report
•

.

Sec. 303. The President 3hall report to the Corigress
not later than February 1, 197~), on the steps. he has taken
to implement this title ani or1 any f~rther l~gislation which
may be needed to achieve t· .:;;·,·}2cd.ves of this title.

Under H.R. 12222, as originally passed by the House,
the President ~as di=ected:
.
.
"(2) to establish an Internation,al Development
Cooperation Administratio.n, superseding the Agency
for International Development, which will have,
subject to the foreign policy guidance of the
Secretary of State, primary responsibility within
the United States Govern..ilent for coordination of
international development-related activities and
which will have within its organizational framework the maxi.m'I.L-n possible range of United States
Government agencies and programs related .to inter- ,
national development.n

•

•
·.·
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THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
WASHINGTON 20220

January 26,

1~79

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES I DENT
Subj,ect:

Aid Organization

You will. soon receive a decision memorandum on
the organizational structure of our foreign aid
activities~ giving you several options -- including
a maj~or reorganization .of the activities now carried
out by AID, State and Treasury into an International
Development Cooperation Administration (IDCA).
I
am firmly convinced that the proposed changes offer
no meaningful improvement in our aid performance.
I therefore strongly oppose the proposals and want
to give you my personal views on the issues.
(I
understand that Secretary Vance has written to you
separately abou.t the overall problems which a major
reorganization would pose.)
The measures you approved last April already
provide the flexibility to deal with the real issues
in the development ffelc:i. The AID Administrator, as
chairman of the interagency DeveJ:opmen.t Coordination
Committee, (DCC), is aLready the Administration's
principal spokesman on development, and capable of
assuring proper c.oordination among U.S. development
activities.

My primary concern is with the impact of the
proposal to transfer responsibility for oversight of
the multilateral development banks (MDBs) to a new
IDCA. Moving beyond the present interagency cooperation to a maJor ~orma1 reorganization -- with all the
dislocations one implies -- would have several substantial disadvantages: .
By blurring the distinction between bilateral
and mul ti.lateral aia, it would threaten the
major gains we have made in Congress both in
the substantially h.tgher MDB appropriations
of the past two years (72 percent for FY 1978,
a further 35 percent for FY 1979), and in
avoiding the k1nds of country and commodity
restrictions that could hobble our participation in the multilateral banks.

- 2 -

It would alienate many of the Administration's
key aid supporters on the Hill, including
Senators Inouye and Percy and Congressmen
·Obey and Conte, who strongly oppose any such
changes.
No savings in personnel or overhead would
result.
(In fact it would cost a bit more.)
A major aid reorgani.zation would be costly
and disrup.ti ve and would threaten funding
levels in what is expected to be an unfavorable.
legislative climate.
Close cooperation between AID and the development
banks is i:mportant. AID can make a valuable contribution in analyzing MDB programs. While.the current
system provides for (and we have encouraged)' active
AID involvement in this area, I would not object to
formalizing AID's responsibility for advising the u.. S.
Executive Directors at the MDBs. But I could not
agree to his "instructing" them because this would
totally undermine the position of the Secretary of
the Treasury as U.S. Governor of the institutions.

~

W. Michael Blumenthal
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 13, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

Foreign Assistance Organization

There are only two issues on which I wish to express a
preference.
1.

Peace Corps

I argue strongly against inclusion of the Peace Corps in
the new agency. Moving the Peace Corps would effectively
end ACTION as a viable agency and would sever the Peace
Corps' link with other domestic agencies dependent on
voluntary service. The unique nature of the Peace Corps
would be lost in the massive agency being created. The
new agency would have a development thrust and the Peace
Corps has a broader scope.
Politically, I think that it would be viewed as an attack
on the Peace ·Corps to move it.
It is true that the Peace
Corps has come under criticism for inadequate management.
Th'is problem should be solved within the context of the
current organizational structure rather than burying it
in a large agency.
2.

P.L. 480, Title III Decision

For the reasons noted in the memorandum I recommend that
we maintain the current arrangements for making P.L. 480
decisions.

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT_ AND BUDGET
WASHINC3TON, D.C . . 20503

February 12, 1979

MEHORANDUM
FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

.J•AMES

SUBJECT:

Foreign Assistance Organization

T. MciNTYRE,

JRQ.;__

The four basic choic.es of organizational format f.or foreign
assistance s·et out in the attached memo each have important
drawbacks. My preference is not to create a new agency,
but to rely on an EOP Coordinator (option 3) • If you feel
your commitments require creating a new agency, I recommend
you choose option 1 ra.ther than 2 because option 1 produces
a more reliable form of organization;
If option 1 is
chosen, i t is· particularly important that the IDCA budget
be submitted to OMB directly, after consultation with State,
rather. than through s·tate. This will enhance its stature
and independence.
Attachment

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 13, 1979

MEMORANDUM TO:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:.

DICK PETTIGREW

SUBJECT:

Mcintyre/Owen Memorandum re Foreign
Assistance Organization

.

~c~

For the reasons stated, I would recommend.:
1.

With respect to the organizationa.l decision, Option 1
as recommended in the memorandum (without State
authority to submit budget) •

2.

With respect to multilateral development banks, I
concur that the IDCA administrator or development
coordinator is consulted in executive director
selection and advises executive directors.

3.

With respect to international organizations, I would
recommend transfer to IDCA of lead responsibility for
policy, programsand budget for those international
organizations and programs whose purpose is primarily
developmental.

4.

\"lith respect to PL 4 8 0, I recommend maintaining
current arrangements.

5.

With respect to the Peace Corps, I recommend transfer
of the Peace Corps to IDCA with autonomy within it.

My approach to this reorganization is that an IDCA as recommended
would simplify rather than further complicate development
assistance administration and related activities.
The Peace
Corps transfer would be popular with the public.
The transfer
would bring it closer to development activities abroad and give
it greater visibility and prestige.

THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE
Tuesday

·. 8:15

February 13, 1979

pr. Zbigniew Brzezins·ki - The Oval Office.

9:30

Mr. Frank Moore

9:45

Meeting with Senators J·ennings Randolph
and Robert Byrd and Congressman Harley
Staggers.
{Mr. Frank Moor9) - Oval Office.

(20 min.)

The Oval Office.

10:30
(2.0 min.)

Meeting with Congressmen Charles B. Rangel
and Henry A. Naxman. (Mr. Frank Moore) .
The Ova.l Office.

11:00

Mr. Jody Powell

11:30
(3·0 min.}

Admiral Stansfield Turner, Dr. Zbigniew
Brzezinski, and Mr. Hamilton Jordan.
The Oval Office.

1.2: 00
( 5 min.)

Meeting with .M,fl,. Elie Wiesel, Chairman,
Commission on the Holocaust.
(Mr. Ed
Sanders)
The Oval Office .

The Oval Office.

.

.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 22, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU EIZENSTAT

SUBJECT:

~

Gilligan Memo Regarding Foreign Aid
Reorganization Plan

I support the general thrust of the proposed reorganization
with one exception -- the proposal to include the Peace
Corps.
While the Peace Corps does have the goal of promoting
development abroad, it~ volunteer nature sets it apart
from the other programs to be included in the new agency.
I am concerned that by being submerged in such a large agency
the Peace Corps will lose its identity in the United
States and the developing world.
By being a part of ACTION its volunteer facet is emphasized
and the Peace Corps is provided a good argument for those
abroad concerned that it will have a paternalistic mission
-- namely, that it is simply the international component
of the volunteer activity that ACTION performs in the
United States.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
I

~~E

WASHINGTON

ADMINISTRATOR

November 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR rHE PRESIDENT
SUBJECT:

Foreign A-id Reorganization

P~an

As I promised in the annual a·id pol icy statement which I submitted
to you: on October 24, attached :is our proposal for reorganizing
the foreign aid program to achieve g:reater administrative coherence,
effectiveness and efficiency.
Thi:s proposal-..:which provides for the establishment of an International Devel<opment t::ooperation Admfnistration composed of
programs which are today admi'nistered by a number of different
U.S. Government departments and agenc i es--constitt:Jtes the fi r.st
major aid reorganization since the establishment of the Agency
for Interna·tiot:~al Deve.lopment during the Kennedy Administration.
The proJposa 1 reflects the spirH of. th.e Humphrey-Zabl ock:i Bill
of last year and er:~eompasses decisions you have already made
wi'th· regard to improving, aid .coord:inatio.n and establ is.hment of a
Foundation for International Technological Cooperation. The
proposed reorganization is long overdue and will contribute
significantly to improvement of U.S. relations with the develo.p:i11g
world~.

I therefore u·rge your approva 1 of thi:s .propos a 1 a'nd its
to ·Cong·ress early in the upcoming 1egi sl a·ti:ve s·ess:i:on.
now working with the Office of Management arid Budget to
a:ppropri·ate :har:~dl i ng.
·

Attachment

st:Jbmi ss i·on
We are

·ensu:re
·

C-otfllENTIAL
CON~IAL 9D&

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

INFORMATION

'W6493 add-on
November 28, 1978

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY OWEN~

SUBJECT:

Jack Gilligan's Aid

R~port

Jack Gil.ligan has submi.tted to you (Tel; A) the first annual
policy statement that you asked him to prepare in his capacity
as aid coordinator.
In case you don't have time to read it,
here is a summary:
1. Allocation of Aid. The report focuses, in good part, on the
distinction between two categories of developing countries:
-- The middle-income developing countries (largely in Latin
America) have per capita incomes somewhat under $1000, which
will rise by about the same rate as OECD countries. These
countries can meet their needs for external capital largely from
multilateral bank loans, commercial loans, and private investment.
-- The poor countries (largely in South Asia and Africa)
have per capita incomes in.the low hundreds, which will not
rise far above this by 1985. These countries cannot secure
hard or commercial loans, or private investment, as readily as
middle-income countries; their needs can only be met by concessional aid, from both multilateral banks and bilateral donors.
This analysis underlines the need to direct our limited development concessional aid primarily to poorcountries. This is the
policy that you approved last year and that we are generally
following.
To do it, we have to fight off periodic pressures
from our embassies to use undue amounts of concessional aid to
placate the governments of middle-income countries.
2. Aid Levels and Organization.
pha,sizes two issues:

For the rest, the report em-

-- If we don't fulfill the FY 1982 goal that you approved of
$10 billion in US bilateral and multilateral concessional aid, we
fall even lower than our present·ranking of 13th among donor nations.
-- Reorganizing aid by creating an international Development
Cooperation Administration and a Foundation for International
Technological Cooperation will improve aid effectiveness and
respond to Congressional concerns.
Both these issues will come to you soon for decision.
OOMPIBEM~I~

GDS

J.).. ·, DO

r1 o.'j) .,,

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 12, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

SANDERS~

FROM:

EDWARD

SUBJEC,T:

Meeting with Elie Wiesel, Chairman of the
President's Commission on the Holocaust,
Oval Office, Tuesday, February 13, 1.979,
12:00 p.m.

I.

PURPOSE
To meet the Chairman of the President's Commis;sion on the
Holocaust prior to the first meeting of the Commis,s·ion on
Thursday, February 15, for a brief exchange of views.

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS AND PRESS
A.

Background: The Commission will hold its first meeting
on Thur sda.y, February 15, to carry out i t·s pr imacr-y
mandate, which is to make recommendations to you with
respect to the establishment .and maintenance of an
~ppropriate memorial to those who perished in the
Holocaust.
In addition, the Commission will recommend
appropriate ways for the nation to commemorate April 28
and 29, 1979, which the congress has resolved shall be
"Days of Remembrance of Victims of the Holocaust."
The Chairman of the Commission, Elie Wiese.L, is a
concentration ·camp survivor, author of some sixteen
_works .of. fiction a·nd non-fiction, Andrew Mellon
Distinguished Professor of the Humanities at Boston
University and considered by many as the leading moral
and theolog.ical figure of American Jewry.
Since you will be in Mexico at the time o.f the Commission
meeting, it is desirable that the Chairman of the
Comni.ission have the opportunity to visit briefly with
you, so that he can pa·ss on any thoughts you may wish
to convey to the other members of the Commis·sion.

B.

Participants:

Elie Wiesel

White House Staff:
.'

C.

Press:

Edward Sander.s

White House Photographer

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes
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The attached was returned in
the President's outb :.X today
and is forwarded to you for
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New photointerpretatlon illuminates
a grim chapter of historv.

rJ
THE HOLOCAUST REVISITED:
A RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS OF THE
AUSCHWITZ-BIR·KENAU EXTERXIINATION COMPLEX

11

Dino A. Brugioni and Robert G.. Poirier

~1

1

'~

.~

·i;J

j
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i
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The authors have been strong advocates of the ·application of aerial photography
to historical research and analysis. Our convictions about the utility of this medit1m to
the professional historian 'have• been strengthened as we became increasingly aware of
the many historical problems to which -the exploitation of aerial photography can
contribute an added dimension, In this papef, we attempt to demonstrate the
application of aerial photography to a historiographical problem.
Our interest in the subject of Nazi concentration camps ·was rekindled br the
television presentation "Holocaust." 'In ·the more than thirty rears since VE Dar, 8
Mal' 19'!5, much has happened to these camps. Some, like Treblinka, have been
completely obliterated; others, such as Dachau and Auschwitz, have been partially
preserved' as memorials.
Aerial reconnaissance was an important intelligence tool and played a significant
role in World War H. We wondered whether an}··aerial photography of these camps
had been acquired and presen·ed in governmC'nt records. H imager}· was available. we
thought it likely that the many sophisticated advances in optical vie\\:ing, and the
equipment and techniques of photographic interprt'lation developed at the National
Photographic Interpretation Center (Nl'IC) '.in recent }·ears would enable us to·extract
more information than could have been derived during World War H.
We had. a number of advantages not available to the World War H photographic
Instead of 7X ·tube magnifiers, we had micro-stereoscopes. Oiu modern
laboratory photo-enlargefs were vastly superior to those available to earlier
h1terpreters. While the World War H photointerpreter performc~d his analysis by
examining paper p~ints, we wotild use duplicate film positives allowing detailed
examination of any activity recorded on tht• film. Tht' Pr<'St'nt da}· imagery analyst
also has the advantage of }·t'ars of training and experit•nce, while the World War II
photoinlerpretcr was cxlremdr limilf'd in hotlt. \lo~t importantlY. for this project, we
lta,·e the advantage of hindsight and ahund;mt eyt'witness aceounts ;111d investigative
reports on these eamps. 1 We therefore had tht• opportunit}· to study the-subject from a
unique perspective.
inte~prcters.

\Ve faecd two immrdiatc problt•ms as we began our inVI'stigation. We knt'w that
the cameras carrit'd ht· World w'ar II rt'l'OIIIl<tis..'<lnct• ain•raft \n'rt' limited to about
150 exposures of Super- XX At•ro~on film rx·r <·amt•ra and that this film wsolv<'d about
35 lines IX'r millimeter. Tlw Wrn was l'xposi'<l ;~t "point" rathN ·than "art·a" targets
1 Tllf' "inlrlli~:rn<'t' rollatcral" for this""""' was drawn mainh· from 0. Kraus •ml E. Kulka. Thr (),•,Jih
f"actorfl, :-;ew \'nrk. '19fi6; :-;, ! ...,·in, Thr llo/O<·auJI, :-;,...- \'urk. 1973; antllht• ullidal l'ulish !ltwrrnmrnl

lm·esti.:aliuus, Grrman ·en rues

111

l'o/and. 2 \'••"-. W•o.~w. I !l41H7. which <I raw on vriman·
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The attached was returned in the President's
outbox today and is forwarded to you for
appropriate handling.
Rick Hutcheson
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Febr,uary 10, 1979
MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

TIM KRAFT'f'/(

SUBJECT:

Agency Liaison Work Plan, February/March 1979

This work plan grows out of our 1/24/79 meeting with you to discuss my
"Initial Agency Liaison Report". The wot:k between now and 3/31/79 breaks
down into two main segments, Phase I Follow-up and Phase II.
Phase I Follow-up
This respond•s t.o your req,uest for supporting background memos when you
meet individually with the Cabinet Secretaries to discuss managerial
problems within their Departments. These memos will be two to three
pages in length and will provide deeper analyses of specific situations
than was possible in the initial report.
There are five high priority Departments (Enet:gy,·Treasury, Labor,
Commer.ce, arid Agriculture) and two of lesser priority (HEW and State).
Five othe·rs require little or no further work (Interior, HUD, Tt:ansportation, Defense, Jus·tice). We plan to do full background memos on the
initial seven and more cursory ones on the final five •
.we have conducted several interviews and expect to have the res•t of
the Phase I Follow-up interviews scheduled by Friday, February 9·th.
We plan to submit our first background memo to you by Monday, February
19th; it concerns the Department of Energy. We will work with Phil
Wise to schedule your meetings.with the Cabinet Secretaries to follow
closely after the submission of the individual memos to you. A meeting
wi.th Jim Schlesinger would be appropriate any time after February 19th.
We plan to complete our Phase I Follow-up memos by March 9th.

Electrostatic Copy Made
for Preservation Purposes

Phase II
Phase II involves doing the aame kind of study with the non-Cabinet
agencies as we did in Phase I with the Cabinet Departments. We
believe that the following agencies are,important enough to include
-in the Phase II work:
1.

ACTION

8.
9.

2.

VA

3.
4.

CSA
AID

5.

EPA

· 6.

7.

NASA
OPIC
Appalachian Regional Commission
SBA
GSA

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Ex-Im Bank
ICA

NEA
NEH

Proceed with Selected Agencies:

~YES
NO
-----------~

ADD

-----------------------------~-------------

DELETE~----~-----------------------------Since arranging the appropriate interviews is time-consuming, we are
working concurrently on Phase It and on Phase I Follow-up. Responding
to your request of January 24th, we will put prio;rity emphasis on the
ACTION portion of the Phase II work. We hope to meet with Mrs-. Carter on
ACTION on Friday, February 23rd and hope to have our report to you on
that agency by March lat. We plan to have the balance of our Phase II
report by March 31st.

Electrostatic Copy Made
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 12, 1979

INFORMATION
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

HENRY Ot'lEN ~

SUBJECT:

Foreign Aid Reorganization (U )Bt~llAtt Z/<f/IS

ESON;:~ \ 'l<: -tc ..

1. There are two foreign aid reorganization problems:
political, and the other substantive (U)

,q./:3

one

2.
Political: Members of Congress and outside private g.roups
on whom we rely to lead the fight for AID believe that Jack
Gilligan's departure was prompted by a desire to subordinate
development aid to short-term foreign policy concerns. We can
meet this problem by:
a.
proposing to the Congress either of the schemes for an
International Development Cooperation Admini.stration described
in the memo that Jim Mcintyre and I are sending you;
b.
providing, as proposed in this memo, that the !DCA budget
come to OMB after consultation with the Secretary of State
rather than via the Secretary, who would make such changes in it
as he saw fit.
Aid supporters on the Hill oppose the latter
option; tf).i~ issue has acquired major symbolic importance.
(C)
3.
Substantive: We need both to improve AID efficiency and to
improve coordination between bilateral and multilateral aid.
Both
needs. are better met by the !DCA option that gives the !DCA Administrator budget and policy authority over AID and other aid programs
than by the option that makes the !DCA Administrator administratively ~esponsible for AID~
(C)
a.
An Administrator who controls budget and policy will be in
a better position to insist e.n needed la·rge chang.es in AID's methods
of doing busines·s than one who gets embroiled in the details of
AID administration and hence gets carried along by the momentum
of existing procedures.
(C)
b.
An·Administrator who is not perceived as also being head
of AID will be in a better position to carry out his coordinating
responsibilities, both because he will have more time for this
purpose and because he will be more readily accepted as a disinterested coordinator by elements of the official and private aid
community outside AID.
This explains why both Jack Gilligan and David Bell, who was head
of AID from 1962 to 1966 (and is now Vice President of the Ford
Foundation), favor giving the !DCA Administrator budget and policy,
rather than administrative, authority over AID -- as do Frank Press
and I.
(C)
-CORfi':ft)EN':t'IAL

Rev;~.ew c;m feb~U.;:\~y 12r ,1985
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THE SECR.ETARY OF STATE
WASHINGTON
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13,
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MEMORANDUH FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

Cyrus

SUBJECT:

Foreign

Vance.(~
Ass~stance

Organization

A memorandum on organization o·f our foreign a·ssist,- .
ance programs \vill soon b~ reaching you from Jim r.-1cintyre.
One option is essentially to continue on the path
you indicated last spring~ a modest consolidation of AID
. with several other assis·tance programs in an International
Development Cooperation Administration, and a stronger
coordinating role for the head of this new agency. This
makes sense because it should improve both management and
coordination.
Another option is to establish a development
coordinator in the Executive Office of the President.
Last year this attracted so little support from the PRC
that it vias not even sent to you for consideration.
I
believe it would complicate our management problems, cause
some opposition on the Hill, and expand the EOP.
I recommend agaiB.st it.
A ne\AT midd],e op.tion is a hybrid of the other two,
vli bh the head of IDCA having. very limited authority over
AID, the major element of his agency. A floating arrangement of this kind is not likely to produce strong.er
coordination. And the vague division of responsibility
would exacerbate the management problems "'le are trying to
solve. Uncertain responsibility \'TOuld also make it difficult to g.et someone of .the highest caliber to head either
IDCA or AID.

..·,,.,- tm.AssmEtl
GDS 2/13/85
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One of the main arguments for this option is that
the head of IDCA cannot be an effective coordinator of
development assistance programs generally if he is also
responsible for managing our bilateral program in AID.
I believe you rejected essentially the same argument
when you decided that Admiral Turner would be the DCI
and also head the CIA.
Three other issues concern me particularly.
Movir1g responsibility for the multilateral
banks from Treasury to the new ag.ency is unnecessary,
would be disruptive, and could be damaging on the Hill.
(I do think the influence of the IDCA Administrator
over the ban]lsshould be enhanced, as the OMB memorandum
indicates.)
Moving responsibility for those UN programs
that emphasize deve1opment more than other purposes from
State to the r1ew agency would be complex and confus·ing.
We) are gradually tightening our management of participation in the UN system, and dividing responsibi.li ty
now would be a definite setback.
The present budget relationship, from AID
through State to OMB, works well and sllould not be chang.ed.
If the IDCA budget does not go through State, it would be
much harder for us to analyze regional trade-offs between
development aid programs and other forms of assistance,
such as SSA. The system worked well this year.
In short, I urge you to approve the "IDCA with full
authority" option, which would enhance effectiveness and
be consistent with your decision of last spring. This
leaves the main responsibility for the multilateral
banks in Treasury but gives more influence over the banks
to the head of IDCA than the AID Administrator presently
has.
It is a modest but constructive step that avoids
the uncertainties and layering in the other two approaches.

'*' -.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHJ:NGTON

FOR THE RECORD:
Copies of the attached were given to
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ZBIGNIEW
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JERRY RAFSHOON · ~
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Georgia Tech Speech

You have indicated that you want your speech at Georgia Tech
to be a major statement on SALT. We have at.tached an outline
of a proposed speech.
·The SALT debate will go on for a long time and cover a lot
of substantive ground. It is important that, in this speech,
we focus on a clear and atta.inable objective and not attempt
to say everything there is to say on the subject. We believe
that that objective should be to frame the terms of the SALT
debate. Therefore, the speech should be simple and tightly
organized. It should enumerate and state the questions that
must be answered in the course of the debate. It should
briefly state our thematic answers to each of these questions.
Finally, it should have t·he effect of making the opposition
respond to our arguments on our terms at least for a :while.
The four questions that should be posed and answered are:
1. Why do we need a strategic arms limitation treaty?
This is the most important question and the answer to it
is our most persuasive argument. The answer needs to put
SALT into the broad context of our foreign and national
security pol.icies. The 80% positive public attitude on SALT
is probably related to this ques.tion. It is the one that
the opposition will try to avoid discussing because it is
very difficult to attack the SALT process in: general. We
should beg.in early to stress this theme and develop it at
every opportunity.
2.
How is SALT related to our overall defense strategy?
This is another area where our case is relatively strong. The
3% real increase in the defense budget can be used to good
effect. We must make the. point that SALT enhances our defense
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-2capability. .our strong ·defense of NATO is· re;Levant ..
There a.r.e early indica-tions that thi·S' is another area·
that the opposition would prefer to stay clear of. We
should force them to· recognize this as a maj·or element of
the debate:.
·
3. Can we verify a SALT treaty~ This is one of the
points that the o.pposi tion apparently feels. favor·s -their ...
case. We should answer ·as many -of the questions that have
been raised as possibl.e ~ · Although it will . probabl.y be
necessary to deliver a_separate~verification speech· later.
we must begin to develop out themes and arguments on·this
early. The arguments of our opponents have already ..·
received wide circulation.
·
4. What about SALT and linkage with .other issues?
Or, how does SALT fit into our: over-all policy toward the
Soviet Union? This is the ct:her· area where the opposition · ·
seems to feel that their strength lies. We should lay · ·
out the case against no:n-ge.rmane; linkage_. ·That cas.e can
be ~ade very conv.inci.ngly but, so far, has not. been.
After each o.f these q11estions has beeri dealt with there
'Should be a strong and somewhat vis1onary conclusion re.:..
minding the audience of the stakes involved. We should
not overstate our ·case nor should we allow people t.o forget
the consequences of i'leaving the path ()f rational arms·
cbntro.l."
·

SALT and' u.. s ..Security ·
Basic Theme: SALT II is a critic?~-],. part o·f .U.s. foreign
policy and national sec1,irity :pla:nning.
SALT II is. the n~~t :step in the vitally important.
process of slowing, then reversing the strategic arms race·..
It is part of, not a· substitu.te for a strong· defense.
:SALT II maintains. the stability of the u.s. Soviet
strategic balance and the s-trength of our nuclear deterrent.
SALT II is based 0·11 riei ther sentiment nor trti·st.
It: Will be verifiable.
Introduction -- The U.s.· Role· in. the World·
-- We are the ·most .powerful nation in-the world;
·politically, econom:ically, mili.tarily ..
We have a special role an.d responsibility· a's the
leading. na.tion in the free world; to use· our power. to
maintain our secari ty and freedom and that of our all_ies;
to .advance and protect our-interests; to· restrain and· cqunter
military and political threats, to these ·interests artd ·tb. 'the
stable world order. we seek..
.
We live in a r.apidly changing world.; one where the;re,
are more risks and uncertairrities·, but where there· are also·
many opportunities. We seek to contribute to a world where
peop'le of all natioris can. live in peace,_ witb wider inter-.·
national cooperation; enhanced .stability apd security; a
recognition of the a'spirat·ions of every nation to 'be
respected; diversity and pluralism; new .participant·s in
int·ernational decisions; and ·greater recognition. of .human
valu·es and rights . ·
,..
The most critical issue in wor:ld affairs ·continues
to be the relationship between the :U~s·. and the S.oviet 'On:i_on ..
We will continue to be in. corripeti ti9n for a·s far ahead· as we
can see.. Our responsibility is to also wid;eri the areas .of ·
cooperation between us
especia,lly i'n those a·reas that are
vital to world peace. .
···

I.

·Why do we need a Strategic Arms Litnitation Treaty?

The most critical area of competition between the
u.s. and Soviet Union is in t·l:le developme·nt of strat·egic
weapons.. ·Maintenance of our strategic forces· and .a s-trong
deterrence is key to our national security.
Restraint of that competition is themost crucial
area in which we and the Soviets can find the basis :for
cooperation.
'

'

The U.S. and U.S.S.R. began to ·inove toward ..negotiated
restraint in the strateg'.ic arms race ten years ago. · ·SALT I
was the firs·t step toward stabilizing. the strategic balance
between the u.s.·and Soviet Union and' reducing the risk of.
cata-strophic nuclear war by- putting a cap ·on the nu<;:lear
arms race. ABM treaty and. Interim Agreement.
SALT II, which has been under negotiation fo·r ·six
years, under three administration, carries the process a
step further by beg,inning to even out the strategic' forces
of both sides and to. restr.ain technological advanc.es that
threaten the ba·lance. Description o.f· key elements ..
· The SALT proces·s is al.so the foundation for bu'ild.ing
an enduring political relationship with the Soviets which
reduces tensions; and sets important, vis:ible bouridarie·s to
our ideo·logical, political and military competition.
A sound SALT agreement is in both sides' nationai
interest. And it .is a part of, not a subst:j..tute for, a
strong national defense.·
II.

How is·. SALT reiated· to our overall de-fense. strategy?

A strong·, balanced :defense is the necessary
tion for our ·security. and the success of our foreign

condi~

poli~y .

.We are strong mlli tarily but we cannot. ignore advance.s·
Soviet military power sin.ce the 1960s. It is not the.
current balance, but the momentum of Soviet strategic programs that cause us concern.
~n

Despite Soviet accomplishments, the Soviet Union doe.s
not enjoy a military advantage. It is not in a position to
exploit its strategic weapons or embark on a course, .that may
lead to the use of nuclear weapons without encountering unacceptable risks.

-3-'

A strateg.ic balance exist·s today because U .$.
.
deterrent forces remain essentially equivalent; to those· ·of
the u.s. s .. R. Whil.e they may lead in some areas, we leaa.
in many others (list) .
In light of these circumstances, we are pursuing: .
two complementar:y courses of action: continued modernization of our strategic forces (FY 80 budg.et) ; and further _
.
specific and verifiable· provisions l_imiting fu:tthe;r strategic
arms competition: :·(.SALT II).
The defense budget inclu(les vital :progr.ams to· ensure.
that ~our deterrent maintains· es·s~·ntial equivalence -- Trident,·
Crui:se, MX. · SALT II will not !ldmi:t our ,plans for development
of any of these systems.
SALT II will help maintain the stability and deterrence brought about by rough equivalence. It will establi.sh
equal levels of strateg.ic systems; require the destructiori
·Of 2'50 Soviet systems; put a limit on Soviet Ml:Rv'ed ICBMs;
provide more- certainty about the direction of s.oviet s·tra tegic
planning.
· ·
III.

Can we. ver.ify a SALT treaty?

SALT II is not based on trust. It wil'l be verifiable
and based on the assurance· ·that the sophisticated means we use
to ·detect cheating are adequa.te and ,protected.
Our judgment .as to· whether it is verif·iable is
based primarily.on th.e capability of our National Technical
Means of verification --.:including r'econnaiss·ance satellite·s
and on our ability to r-espond quickly to any ,possible viola..;.
tions.
SALT II contains specific provisions which pro.tect
our verification procedures and provide ·us with greater . .
assurance of their accuracy. We will be assured that if any
ch.ea ting did occur, it would be detected and responded to
long be.fore it could have any effect on the strategic balanc.e.
IV.

.What about linkage to other i.ssues?_

We will maintain a strong defense and alway.s .be prepared to respond appropria·tely to Soviet actions, but we don·' t
expect strategic arms control·-goal that is sought by
both nations in the interest ·of a safer, more stable world
to inflllence Soviet or .American conduct in other ar~eas.

a
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SALT is. a limited but c:ritical strategic accommodation with the U.S.S.R. in one area of competition.
SALT does not and cannot mean an end to all competition with the Soviet Union or a final breakthrough toward
expanded cooperation. i
. We cannot link SALT to other areas of competition ..
This would mean that we could settle nothing with the Soviets·
unle.ss we settled everything. This· is a policy of paralysis
not progress. It would kill the SALT process.
We. nei·ther accept such linkage nor wiLL we le,t the
Soviets impose it on us. We will not mortgage our policies
toward China, or our ability to react to Soviet behavior in
other areas, by concluding and ratifying SALT. Without
linkage, we have the right and the obligation to respond
strongly to any Soviet behavio:r that adversely affects our
interests.
Conclusion
SALT has become part of the fabric of international
relations. It is an element of stability both in military
terms and in the worldwide political balance. We stand on
the threshold of an agreement that continues us on the path
of strategic cooperation and rational arms control.
The consequences of leaving that path are: art
expensive and dangerous new a:rms race with no net gain for
ei.ther side; les·s stability in U.S./Soviet relations·; more
uncertainty about the future of Soviet strategic .planning.;
less confidence in our ability to monitor Soviet strategic
activities; and threat to our ability to provide for NATO
and conventional force needs; and more :nuclear weapons in
the world, and consequently more risk for us and our children
of nuclear catastrophe.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 12, 1979

l-IEMORANDUM FOR THE PRES IDEUT

~

FROM:
SUBJECT:

Designati
Counci1·

of the Federal Regional
rperson in Boston

As you recall, you recently designated nine F~deral
Regional Council Chairpersons. We have now negotiated
for the tenth chairperson, who will serve in Boston.
In accordance with your decision to allow the Title
V Conunission Federal Co-Chairperson to serve jointly
as Federal Regional Council Chairperson, OMB,·Tim
Kraft and I have consulted the six governors involved
and arrang.ed for Joe Grandmaison to serve in this
capacity.
Your approval will desi.gnate him as Federal Regional
Council Chairperson in addition to his role as head
of the Title V Commission in the Boston region.
APPROVE
DO NOT APPROVE
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Stu Eizenstat

The attached was returned in the Presideint' s
outbox today and is ~orwarded to you for
appropriate handlingn.

Please ·notifY others ·Of President's decision.
Rick Hutcheson

WASHINGTON

February 9, 1.979
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MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Sugar Polic

BACKGROUND
~

The Food and Ag.riculture Act of 1977 mandated, against our
objections, a price support loan program for sugar for the
1977 and 1978 crops. The Administration had attempted to
establfsh a program involving lower market prices augmented
by direct payments to domestic producers, but this was
unacceptable to the Congress. Efforts were made last year,
with the Administration's cooperation, to replace this
authority with new sugar legislation covering 1978 and
subsequent. crops.
In the final hours of the 95th Congress,
after the Senate had passed the bill which we negotiated
with Senator Long and supported, the House rejected it by a
narrow margin. This bill had a 15¢ market price in 1978 and
15.8¢ in 1979.
You will recall, in late October following the adjournment
of Congress you notified Senators Long and Stone, and
Congressmen Ullman and Foley that you would support expeditious
enactment of non-inflationary sugar legislation in the new
session of Congress and, in turn, asked for their support of
prompt ra.tificat·ion of the International Sugar Agreement
(ISA). At the same time, you agreed to support the market
price at 15 cents per pound for the remainder of the 1978
crop year. This is the market price that would have been
established by the defeated bill for 1978 and to which the
Administration had agreed. This was achieved through a
proclamation you signed December 28th, providing for an
import fee. consistent with that level of support.
In addition,
you signed a proclamation limiting imports from countries
not members of the TSA in order to reaffirm our support for
the Agreement and to signal our intention to pursue Senate
ratification.
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The sugar industry is anxious to enact a new sugar bill.
Their attitude is somewhat more cooperative than last year.
Most are now talking in terms of a 16¢ support level for
1979; last year they were calling for 17¢ for the 1978 crop.
It would appear that_Administration approval is required for
passage of sugar legislation. Producers, with the support
of Senator Long and some other influential Senators and
Congressmen, are hoping that the Administration will take
the lead in fashioning an acceptable proposal. We have
established some momentum in that direction through a series
of meeting.s with representatives -ofproducers, consumers,
and labor.
Since there is strong Congressional interest in resolving
this issue, _members of Congress are likely to propose
legislation soon regardless of what the Administra·t·ion does.
Thus, whether or not enactment of legislation is found to be
important to the Administratioll, i t will be advantageous to
establish our position as soon as possible.
However, ellactment of acceptable legislation is important
because without it the ISA canllot be ratifled and we wo\:l'ld
not be able -to protect the 15¢ price which you promised and
which we are now protecting, if world prices fall below
current levels (7~ cents per pound).
Subsequent to last year's failure to enact sugar legislation,
the Administration announced the wage and price guidelines
program and declared the anti-inflation effort to be its
first domestic priority.
In this regard, statements were
made to consumers, to org-anized labor, and to other public
interest groups about our desire to mount a special attack
Oil inflatioll in the cost of food.
MARKET SITUATION
World sugar stocks remain large, about 31 million metric
tons or the equivalent of 35 percent of consumption. Although
world production has fallen slightly from the high level.s of
1977-78, production continue~ to e~ceed use. Thus, world
prices remain low, in the vicinity ·of 7~ cents, about half
the level malldated ill the· u.s. by government programs. A
further fall-off in wor.ld production in 1979-80 will be
required before these prices can be expected to materially
strengthen. Although it cannot be known whe-ther this will
occur, the .January planting intentions report indicated an
11 percent reduction in domestic sugar beet acreage in 1979,
sug.gesting that some reductions will probably occur.
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MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS
Long-Term Policy Objectives. The central issue here is the
extent to which domestic producers are to be protected from
lower cost foreign imports, and how much of the protection
should take the form of a supported market price and how
much direct payments to processors.
u.s. sugar programs
over the past 30 years have resulted in a relatively stable
level o£ sugar imp9rts, averaging about 5.3 million tons per
year since 1960, although the 0.8 million ton decline in
imports from Puerto Rico since 1960 has permitted significant
growth in imports from other countries. The 50 percent market
growth that has occurred over this period has been captured
by the domestic industry. Thus, our dependence on imports
has slowly declined. Although domestic prices have remained
relatively stable over the past 25 years, except during
1974-75, U.S. policies have kept domestic prices about
double world prices, as they are at present.
In the last few years, there has been a fundamental change
in the situation due to the introduction of high fructose
corn syrup (HFCS).
This product is a close substitute for
liquid sugar and the rapid growth in its production in
recent years has resulted in a slight decline in sugar use.
This displacement of sugar by substitute swee~eners is
expected to continue over the next few years.
To the extent
the price of sugar is supported near the full cost of
production (estimated at 15.1 cents in 1978 and 16.3 cents
in 1979), this displacement will be more rapid and, in the
short-term, would be at the expense of imports.
Conversely, to the extent prices are supported below this
level, the displacement of sugar by corn sweetners will
occur more gradually with most of the adjustment taking
place domestically as U.S. produced corn sweetners replace
U.S. pro~uced sugar.
There are approximately 13,000 sugar producers in the United
States.
Many of these producers would switch to alternative
crops if government support policies. were aimed, over time,
at bringing the domestic price of sugar more in line with
the world price. A fundamental question behind this decision
is whether that result should be a long-term goal of our
sugar policy, and if so the speed of that adjustment.
This
adjustment will itself potentially lead to additional budget
expenses through unemployment compensation and welfare payments.

4

The Issue of Legislation. There are two arguments for
seeking sugar legislation. First, legislation would provide
needed certainty to u.s. and foreign producers regarding the
level of future price protection. This is now lacking.
Second, legislation would facilitate Senate ratification of
the ISA. We participated actively in negotiation of the
agreement and generally feel that it offers the best hope
for adding needed stability to the world market. Our
commitment to the ISA represents a policy of solving sugar
problems together with other sugar producing countries
rather than shifting the burden to them. Failure to ratify
would adversely affect our relations with the other signatory
nations, many of which are developing countries. Latin
American countries would feel the impact most strongly.
Failure to achieve ratification of the ISA would almost
certainly result in the agreement coming apart.
In the near
term, this would in all likelihood result in a significant
decline in the earnings of developing countries. Also, the
sudden release of ISA stocks could well create unstable
world sugar market conditions. Over the long-term, we would
lose the price moderating effects of the ISA. The world
sugar price cycle would operate again, perhaps bringing much
higher prices for u.s. and world sugar within several years.
Senator Church has held up ratification of the ISA pending
the development of sugar legislation.
It is clear the ISA
will not be ratified in the absence of sugar legislat1on.
Although producer groups are generally supportive of the
ISA, they are not strongly supportive.
Also, without new legislation, import fees imposed under
Section 22 would continue to be limited to 50 percent ad
valorem.
If the world price were to fall below its current
level of 7.5 cents, we would not be able to maintain the
domestic price at 15 cents using duties and fees. New
legislation could -remove this constraint.
The main argument against seeking maj.or legislation is that
it may well result in higher domestic prices than necessary
or desirable. We already hav.e authority to operate a price
or income support program for sugar producers, and, particularly
if a market price support level of 15 cents or below is
chosen, we do not need additional legislation to administer
a sugar program. However, current authority is somewhat
less flexible than would be new legislation.

5

Inflation. The position we take on the market support price
for raw sugar will be taken by some as a sign of the Administration's seriousness in dealing with inflation. For every
1 cent increase in the market price of sugar:
$250 to $300 million is added to direct consumer
food expenditures (an additional unknown amount is
added indirectly through wage escalators and other
means);
$20 million is added to government expenditures
(for programs tied to the CPI);
This causes the food CPI to increase by about .12 percent
and the total CPI to increase by about .03 percent.
Food prices, which increased by 12 percent last year, are
one of the most sensitive and visible aspects of the inflation
problem. Moroever, in many ways sugar represents a classic
and highly visible example of government regulation that is
itself inflationary. Not only have domestic support prices
been set greatly in excess of world prices, but government
policies have caused domestic prices to rise significantly
over the past few months. The current 15 cent market support
price, for example, is more than 25 percent above the price
that prevailed in December 1977, just before import fees
were imposed to protect the de la Garza price support program.
Last year we proposed the use of direct payments to provide
income support to sugar producers, as we do for producers of
other major field crops, thereby allowing prices to be set
by market forces.
However, large producers fear that payment
ceilings will be imposed if payments are used and corn
producers generally oppose the use of payments altogether.
It might be possible to get Congress to accept a payment of
up to ~ cent per pound, however. Direct payments could be
used in each year of the program, or they could be used as a
transitional measure during the period when the anti-inflation
program is in effect or while other long-term goals are
being accomplished.
The COWPS argues that the anti-inflation guidelines, while
not directly applicable to this issue, can be applied. The
maximum price consistent with the guidelines depends on
one's assumption of transportation costs from Caribbean
ports to
owever, COWPS estimates that a 1979 crop
price
is the limit allowable under the guidelines.
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Such a position would be a reversal of the position we took
in the legislation last year. The fact that we were supporting
last year's levels, with no additional increase,might blunt
any negative argumen,ts regarding inflation.
Administration Position Last Year. Last year Congress and
the sweetener 1ndustry took the 1nitiative in seeking sugar
legislation, and positions polarized very early in the
process. Our ',initial proposal last year contained two major
provisions:
market price of 13.5 cents, not to be escalated
in the future; and a target (or "established")price based on
USDA's partial cost of production estimate, which for 1978
was 14.1 cents and for 1979 is 15.2 cents. The difference
between the market price and the target price would have
been made up by direct payments. We subsequently supported
a proposed market price of 15 cents for the 1978 crop.
Producer interests advocated a level of support around 17
cents with no direct payments.

a

In an effort to break the deadlock that resulted from the
passage of divergent bills in the House and the Senate, and
to achieve passage of the contervailing duty waiver extension
that had been attached to the sugar bill, we offered the
conferees two new options:
Oct.-Sep. Crop Year
1978
1979
1980
====-----¢/lb.,-raw, N.Y.-----====
A. Market Price
Payment
Total

15.5
1.0
16.5

15.0
0.75
15.75

~- .,-~-- ··~-

B. Market Price
Payment
Total

15.0
0.75
15.75

I

i

'\

\

/

.....

16.0
1.0
17.0

15.8
0.82
16.62

Under option B, the price increase for the 1979 crop was
thought to equal the 5.5 percent allowable under the then
existing inflation program, given the 1978 base level that
was proposed. The industry countered with the following
proposal, which reflected their objection to the payments
approach:
1978
1979
1980
Market Price
Payment
Total

15.25
0.5
15.75

16.12
0.5
16.62

17.03
0.5
17.53
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What finally emerged from the conference, with our support,
was the following interim measure, which the conference
report indicated would have to be reconsidered in 1979 .
.·
1978
1980
1979
Market Price
Payment
Total

15.0
0.75
15.75

15.8

+1% each year

15.8

15.96

'·

Having agreed to a program that would have provided a support
price of 15.8 cents for 1979, one question is how difficult
it might be for the Administration now to propose a 1lower
level.
Political Considerations. It is generally recognized that
enactment of legislation will require Administration approval.
It is doubtful that the House would pass legislation which
the Administration opposed. And if they did, it is highly
unlikely that they could override a veto. Nevertheless,
several key members, including Senators Long and Church and
Congressmen Foley and Ullman, are eager to see legislation
passed and will be pressing hard for our support. Congressman
Foley is now circulating draft legislation for comment and
will probably introduce it next week. Foley's proposal,
incidentally, calls for a 1978 crop year market price of
15.25 cents plus a payment~0.5 cents. The market price
objective would be adjusted annually by the percent change
in nonland costs of production, not to exceed 7 percent.
For 1979, this would probably yield a market price of around
16.2 cents. Senator Long has shared with us a proposal
developed by Louisiana cane producers. It would set a 1979
market price of 15.86 cents that would be escalated by 5 3/4
percent per year.
In addition, it would provide for payments
of 0.3 to 0.8 cents, depending on size, and a backup loan
program.
Politically, it will be difficult to achieve enthusiastic
support from any quarter. Producers will probably accept
something in the 15.8 to 16.0 cent range, although grudgingly.
Corn sweetener manufacturers will accept this too, although
they will rebel at the inclusion of payments, if they exceed
0.5 cent.
Industrial users have already gone on record as
accepting a 15.75 cent price. The cane refiners favor a
market price of about 15 cents in 1979. Consumers and
consumer groups will generally oppose any increase in
market price above the current 15.0 cent level, although
they have not been very vocal in expressing their views to
date.

8

Budgetary Effects. The sugar program now in effect establishes
a loan rate for raw sugar equal to 52.5 percent of parity.
This translates to a loan rate of 14.73 cents per pound for
the 1978 crop. Under this program, the Commodity Credit
Corporation has taken ownership of nearly 180,000 tons of
the 1977 crop (valued at $46.2 million) and could acquire an
additional 1.3 million tons (valued at $385 million), unless
further steps are taken to encourage redemption of these
loans.
Since sugar is not highly storable, these stocks
must be marketed soon after acquisition if the Government is
to avoid losses associated with the sugar going out of
condition.
If you elect to pursue a policy that will result in a market
price of at least 15.8 cents for the 1979 crop, we expect
most of this problem will take care of itself since most of
the sugar now under loan will be redeemed. However, if you
choose a lower level of support, disposal of CCC sugar will
be substantially more difficult. and budget exposure will
increase.
Under existing authority, CCC stocks cannot be sold at less
than 105% of the loan rate. However, we could get around
.this problem if Secretary Bergland were to declare sugar a
non-storable commodity, enabling the CCC to sell at the
market price. This would result in a lawsuit, particularly
since the late Senator Humphrey and others in the Congress
made clear their opinion that sugar is a storable commodity.
Alternatively, we can set a 1979 crop loan rate at about 13
cents per pound, enabling the CCC to sell all sugar it
acquires.
In your 1980 Budget, it is assumed that the market price
objective for 1979 crop sugar will be 15.9 cents per pound
and that CCC will be able to sell its inventory of unredeemed
sugar. Based on these assumptions, OMB projected repayment
of outstanding loans amounting to $260 million and sales of
all sugar taken over by CCC amounting to $231 million, for
total receipts of $491 million in sugar price support operations.
USDA advises us that these revenue projections are still
realistic, given a 15.8 cent price, but any lower price runs
the risk of reducing both sales and loan redemptions.
Beyond these costs, it should be noted that reliance on a
direct payment approach results in a Federal outlay of about
$115 million and lost tariff revenues of about $100 million
for every 1 cent of payment. While these do not completely
offset the consumer savings described above, they offset a
significant portion of the gain.
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OPT.IONS
we have identified five options. At Oll.e end of the scale is
a legislative option that represents the proposal most likely.
to have a chance of passing in Congress. At the opposite
end is an option which gives the g.reatest weight to
inflation-fighting objectives and would probably have to be
instituted administratively. Each of the options (except
Option 5) has two components -- a specific program for the
1979 crop, and general guidelines with respect to policy
or program for subsequent crops.
In al.l cases, regardless
of which option is selec.ted, we would recommend that the
option be represented as the Administration's "bottom line"
position.
·
Option 1. For the 1.979 crop, the market price would be set
at 15.8 cents per pound -- the same level we agreed to in
la·st year's bill. The price fo:r 1978, of course, would
remain at 15.0 cents, which you have already set.
If
Congress insists on a higher total level of support, we
would .agree to accept additional support only in the form
of a small direct payment not to exceed 0.5 cents.
During the remaining 3 or 4 years covered by the leg.islation,
the objective would be to maintain price and income support
levels high enough to permit domestic sugar and HFCS producers
to satisfy the growth in the domestic sweetener marke.t
and, at the same time, maintain imports at the relatively
stable level of 4.8-5.2 million tons per year. This would
mean a gradual reduction in the level of domestic sugar
production, and a continuing increase in the level of
production of HFCS.
We would prefer to keep the authority for price escalation
as general a·s possible.
If an escalator is included we
would propose to link it to increases in the cost o.f
production, excluding land costs, and to set an upper limit
to the increase in any one year.

~'!·
I

Option 2. For the 1979 crop, we would establish a market
support price of 15.2 cents plus a 0.5 cent direct payment.
Du:ring the remaining three or four years covered by the
legislation, the program would be established on the
following principles:
(1)

The initial (1979/1980) market price, set at the
partial cost of production, would be escalated as
costs of sugar production, excluding land, rose.

(2)

With that price (and the ~¢ payment) imports should
be approximately constant; corn sweetner production
would rise and domestic sugar production would fall.

.. . .....
~,
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(3)

Whenever imports rose (fell) by more than 10 percent
above (below) a base of 5.3 million tons the
Secretary could raise (lower) the price, via
chang.ing the import fee~ by up to 2~ percent, to
limit the rise (fall) in imports.

Option 3. Another alternative would be to hold the 19'79
marke:t pr.ice at the 1978 level of 1'5 cents, supplementing
that with a payment of up to 0.8 cents. This would produce
about the same level of total support but would be totally
non-inflationary.
It too would be adjusted in years beyond
1979 by changes in cost of production, excluding land costs.
Option 4. This option would, u·sing existing authority,
provide a marke.t price of 13 •. 5 cents plus a payment o·f 1. 7
cents :for a total support of 1'5.2 cents.
It is consistent
with the Administration's initial 1.978 proposal but not with
the proposal we ultimately supported or with the 15 cent
price we are now supporting.
The 1979 level of support for
producers (as indicated. by the target price) would be 15.2
cents, made up of a market price of 13.5 cents and a payment
of 1.7 cents.
The target price of 15.2 cents i·S cons·istent with the .partial
cos·t-of-production concepts applied to other crops; and the
13.5 cent market price is both visibly anti-inflationa•ry and
well within the pattern of other crop-support programs.
Other figure.s, howeve·r, could be sele.c.ted under this option.
Any market price under 1.5.0 cents would be, in varying
degrees, anti-inflationary; and direct payments could be set
lower than l. 7 cents· (if, for example, it were desired to
signal a long~term intention to decrease sugar supports) or
at higher levels (if, for example, higher target p·rices were
found to be politically necessary) .
Option 5. This option, which is sug.gested by OMB, wolild not
legislate a specific market price.
Rather it would provide
the Secretary of Agriculture with authority to set a market
price f.or sugar that is "fair to producers and consumers",
wi t:1:1 such price to be met through import fees and duties
only.
OMB further recommends tha·t we indicate Administration
willingness to support a market price of 15.9 cents for the
1979 crop, the same price ass.umed for the 1980 budge-t.
EVALUATION OF THE OPTIONS
Option 1 would be the easiest to achieve legislatively.
It
would thereby give t·he best chances of achieving ratification
of the ISA.
It would also help avoid additional budget costs
above our FY'80 projection of CCC takeover of sugar now under
loan.
It might help satisfy the corn sweetener industry, providing
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them with an economic incentive to bring unutilized capacity
into production.
It is consistent with the position taken
on the legislation last year, which we visibly attempted to
pass.
It would help politically with Senator Long and
others.
However, this-option has inflationary consequences,
adding about $200 to $250 million in crop year 1979 to
consumer prices in excess of this year's 15 cent price and
$575 to $700 million in excess of the Option 4 price; it
encourages submarginal producers to remain in the industry at the
expense of the consuming public; it is based on full costs of
production, and thereby exacerbates the tendency of the price
level to determine, and thus increase over time, the level
of costs in this industry; and by automatically ratcheting
up prices on the basis of production costs, it encourages
other countries to ratchet up the price range of the ISA. But
its price increase over 1978 is only 5.3 percent, and it
does not increase prices at all above what we agreed to last
year.
Option 2 has the advantage of holding imports at historical
levels, thereby protecting consumers from a precipitous rise
in prices and foreign producers from a loss in export earnings.
This option would provide corn sweeteners with less incentive
to expand production and, as a result, would probably slow
the transition from sugar to HFCS.
On the other hand, this option will be difficult if not
impossible to sell to the Congress and to producer groups
and it would mean an almost certain veto of a Congressionallypassed bill -- with the consequent vacuum that it would
create.
It would also require public recognition that the
domestic sugar industry faces an adjustment that will
require cut-backs in production and the closing of more of
the older, less efficient processing plants than would
Option 1.
In terms of inflation, neither a 15 cent nor a
15.2 cent price would take advantage of the opportunity to
demonstrate anti-inflationary action on food prices. As a
result, it would increase the difficulty of persuading labor
and business organizations to comply with the anti-inflation
program.
It will be viewed as an abdication of the legislative
position we openly took on the sugar bill a few months ago.
Option 3 has most of the same strengths and weaknesses as
Option 2.
It would offer slightly greater consumer savings
but would be even more vigorously opposed by the corn sweetener
and Hawaiian sugar producers~ given the higher payments.
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Option 4 would yield significant consumer savings. By lowering
the market price of sugar, this approach would provide a
dramatic example -- one of the very few available this yea·r
of the Administration's seriousness in fighting inflation.
This option and option 2 are the only ones consistent with
the partial ·cost-of-production concepts applied to other crops
and, since it can be used to signal an intention to narrow
or close the g:ap be,tween domestic and world prices, it is the
option most consis·tent with free internatio.nal trade based on
the principle of comparative economic advantage.
This option would save consumers about $375 to $450 million
compared with the current 15 cent price and would lower
. rJ government expenditures tied to the CPI by about $30 million.
11
However, off-setting this wouid be a revenue loss. of $144
111
million, direct payments of $2·0·0· million, a•s well as the budget
costs associated with ·the acquisition and disposal of CCC
stocks.
The disadvantage of this option is that. because the direct
payment element is relatively large, it would be impossible
to achieve with new legislation.
It would therefore cireate
the serious risk that the ISA would g.o unratifi.ed and would
mean a certain veto. A tairg.et price of 15.2 cents, while
higher than the current l5 cent p:tice, would also be seen as
insufficient by producers. This approach would therefore
invite repeated attempts by producers to enact legislation in
the future, though the same could also be said, to a lesser
degree, of option 2.
It would also reverse the 15 cent market
p:tice we are supporting now for the 1978 crop year (a decision
you made only a few months ago) and would be viewed on the
Hill a.s an abdication of .the legislative position we took
last year.
Option 5 provides an element of flexibility that could help
avoid the unforeseen consequences that a illegislated minimum
price coupled with a legislated escalation formula are likely
to bring. Yet, we do not expect such general authority to
be acceptable to the Congress.
Summary. Practically speaking, we believe option 1 is the
only option that has any chance of acceptance within the
Congress. Thus, a decision to pursue any of the, other options
will very likely entail a fight on the· Hill and perhaps·a
ve.to. With the exception of option 4, we do no.t think the
differences are worth the political capital that would have
to be expended in their defense. Option 4 offers significant
consumer saving,s, although i t does so at the cost of probable
loss of the ISA and some economic dislocation and adjustment
within the domestic sug,ar industry. This adjustment would
hit Hawaii and Florida particulary hard, if a payment
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limitation were imposed, as seems likely.
It would be an
abdication of the position we took on last year~s bill and
of the 15.0 cent price we are now supporting for 1978.
It would have no chance of congressional passage.
All thing·s considered, we strongly prefer Option 1.
DECISION

...

I''

Option 1
Option 2

-15.2/0.5 (CEA)

Option 3
Option 4
Option 5

*

**

NOTE:

15.9 (OMB)**

Favor.s no payment
OMB's second choice, as indicated in the attached
memorandum, is Option 1.
NSC recommends that you delay any public
announcement (or any decision) by the Administration
which would increase the duty on sugar until after
your trip. While Mexico is not a significant
producer of Sligar itsel.f, one of Lopez Portillo's
principal objectives will be to try to reduce
u.s. trade barriers. He will be eager to point
to an example of protectionism by you, and an
increase in the duty on sugar would present him
with such an example.
In addition, he would be
happy to show his credentials as an international
leader by taking up the case for his Latin American
colleagues, who will react ve·ry strongly and
negatively to such an act. Since Senators· Long
and Church have both urged you to be more
sensitive to Mexico, we think they would be hard
pressed to deny you an opportunity to talk to
Lopez Portillo about this before it is announced.
We strongly disag.ree with this recommendation.
Mexico is not an important exporter of sugar
to the U.S. We believe Latin American countries
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will be much more interested in U.S. ratification
of the ISA than in a possible future increase in
import fees and will applaud our efforts to
achieve an accommodation with the Congress to
make ratification possible.
As you may know from approaches made by Prime
Minister Manley of Jamaica and other hemispheric
leaders, many developing countries are extremely
concerned with our inability to ratify the
international sugar agreement.
The United States
exercised leadership in putting the agreement
together in 1977. Our lack of ratification has
created unstable conditions in the sugar market
and depressed earnings of countries from the
Dominion Republic to Thailand.
These earnings
will probably fall even further if other
participants in the agreement lose faith in our
professed intention to participate and the
agreement falls apart.

MCINTYRE ATTACHMENT

l

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FROM:

James T. Mcintyre,

SUBJECT:

Sugar Policy

To assis·t you in your examination of the alternative sugar
programs set forth in the Eizenstat-Daft memo, we have
prepared a table showing the estimated budget impact of
each proposal.
The following table shows the increases over your 1980
budget associated with each option in the Eizenstat memorandum, and the deviation from the CPI projected in your
economic report.
Option in
Eizenstat
Memo
5
1
2

3
4

* rounded

Mkt.price/
dir. pymt.
15.9/0
(15.8/0
(15.8/0.5
15.2/0.5
15.0/0.8
13.5/1.7

To.tal Increase Deviation
over
from Proj.
1980 Budget(fiJI) CPI (%)
+11
+73
+139
+197
+472

*
*
*
*
-0.1

to nearest 1/10 of 1 percent

We strongly believe alternative 5, the OMB option (which is
very s'imila·r to Agriculture.' s option excep.t for the direct
payment) is most preferable. We would not fix a price target
or escalation formula in law nor seek a direct payment to
producers. We would indicate that we would achieve the 15.9¢
market price through administratively-set import fees.
Of
the remaining options, we would find Agriculture's acceptable,
but would strongly oppose the remaining options, all of which
would cause major budget increases.
·

2

None of the choices posed to you is particularly palatable,.
All involve e.i:ther ,budget costs above our FY 198·0 b:udget
or sugar prices a_bove ·the current market. The latter s:et
OT c_hoices (higher market prices) clearly add a sinall amount
to inflationJ the former {higher budget costs) will_ r~qui~e
us to _estimat·e h-igher FY 1980 budget outlays within a mon.th
of submission. We have -chosen higher suga,r pri.ce:s as the
least bad of these alternatives~
·

.....

EIZENSTAT ATTACHMENT

1

THE WHI.TE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 10, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

STU
FRANK

SUBJECT:

Sugar Legislation

EIZENSTAT,~,k.

·

MOORE~~,

Of all the major pieces of legislation handled by the Finance
Committee -- the countervailing duty waiver, real wag.e
insurance, hospital cost containment, the MTN, national health
insurance, welfare reform, Soc.ial Security reforms, carryover
basis, energy taxes -- Senator Long unquestionably regards
sugar as the most important to his political future.
He is concerned about his reelection in 1980 and believes
his campaign burden would be markedly eased with a
satisfactory sugar bill. Louisiana's economy is
significantly affected by the sugar industry -- more so than
any other state. Because of his chairmanship, Senator Long
is judged in the state much more by his performance on sugar
than on MTN or real wage insurance or Social Security
reforms. That is the one matter coming before his Committee
where he i$ expected -to protect his State's interests,
and he is acutely sens.itive to that fact.
(Your conversations
with him on Finance Committee matters have been very much
like ours: they inevitably turn to sugar, and he talks
about it with a passion not seen on any other legislation.)
It would obviously be an exaggeration to say that our
cooperation with Long on sugar will ensure his cooperation
on our priorities flowing through his Committee (or in SALT
and other foreign policy issues where he is influential
with conservative and southern Senators). But our cooperation
would help significantly. For .example, shortly after his
talk with you last week, Senator Long scheduled both
hearing.s and mark-up sessions on hospital cost containment
in March with the clear intention of moving that legislation
through the Senate regardless of House action.

-2Another Senator preoccupied with sugar legislation is
Frank Church, the Foreign Relations Committee Chairman, who
faces a stiff reelection campaign in 1980 largely because
he is perceived as having neglected h~s State's interests.
Idaho beet sugar interests are putting great pressure on
Chutch and he is absolutely dedicated to getting a sugar
bill this year. Most attention has been focused on Long,
but Senator Church is equally devoted to the issue.
Accommodating his needs. on sugar will be reciprocated on
a variety of foreign policy issues (despite the fact that
Church believes the politically astute course would call
for him to oppose many of our initiatives -- normalization,
SALT, etc.).
Option 1 in the decision memo is slightly below what the
sugar industry would like. But we believe it is acceptable
to Senators Long and Church, and we feel that he will work
with us to secure it enactment. We also believe that Option 1
is the best we can expect from this Congress. Without our
support it may be possible to prevent any other option from
passing.
But that will prolong the sugar agony for another
year, and keep us from dealing effectively with Senators
Long and Church on our priorities.
No other option has a reasonable chance of passing the
Congress and could be a prescription for a certain veto.
Option 1 is s~mply last year's bill (which we negotiated
and supported) 1 has a chance of passing, and will help
ensure ratification of the International Sugar Agreement.

/
(
-----------~
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BERGLAND ATTACHMENT \

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20250

Feburary 6, 1979

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

StJBJEX:T:

Sugar Policy

Backgrormd
Our sugar program is a mess.

World prices remain depressed. They are below costs for even the most
efficient producers. World stocks are a record proportion of the annual
consumption requirement.
o

The U.S. still has not ratified the International Sugar
Agreement, although we were instrumental in developing it, and we
signed it in December 1977.

o

We do. not have legal authority to fully implement the
agreement.

o

If the u.s. does not ratify ana.: implement the agreement soon,
it will al.rrost ceri:ainly collapse.

o

The collapse of the _!!;SA would very seriously destabilize
world sugar prices for years to came, and it would seriously
damage the econanies of many COl:liltries which depend heavi1y on
sugar for foreign exchange and incane. It would seriously damage
our credibility and image in sugar exporting nations. Since most
sugar exporters are· developing countries, it could more ·than offset
our AID efforts to alleviate their economic problems.

Our domestic sugar program is in very serious trQlJble.

o

We have a 15¢ market price objective, but the market price
has yet to reach 15¢. Current fees and tariffs do not appear to be
adequate to establish the 15¢ price, nor do we have authority to go
to the levels of duties. and fees necessary tG achieve our price
objective.

o

we have a 15¢ market price objective and a Congressionally
mandated minimum loan level of 14. 73¢ for 1978. When 7 ·percent
interest charges _are considered, many producers find it more
profitable to forfeit sugar nnder loan than to redeem it, and that
is what they are doing to a disturbing degree.
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o

The government owns $50. 5 million worth of 1977 crop sugar now and
eNpeets that total to reach about $55 million.

o

We expect loans ,on nearly $800 million worth of 1978 sugar and
much of that will be forfeited, tmless the domestic market·
price rises.

o

Imported sugar is being used while danestic sugar is going.
under loan. When the CCX: sugar is sold: later on, it will reduce
imports. In both cases, serious ecobarnic dislocations result.

o

ccc-owned sugar carmot be sold unless the market price rises
to 105 ,percent of the loan (i.e. 15.5¢) plus reasonable carrying
charges, under current legislative. authority.

o

Some CCC-owned sugar will go out of oondition .during the caning
year and must be sold at a loss.

o

While the 1978 program supports prices and incomes for sugar.
producers, it offers minirtla]; wage protection for sugar workers.
Many lack wage standards, and there. is inadequate provision for
enforcement of even existing minimum wage standards.

o

'!he payments program operated during part of the 1977 crop year
continues to be contested in the courts.

Partly as a result of our sugar program and policies, same parts of the
danestic industry are in serious econcmic difficulty.
o

'!he January planting intentions report ·indicates an 11 percent
reduction in sugar beet acreage, in 1979.

o

Four sugar beet processing factories awned by Utah arxl Idaho.,
Inc. lost money last year, and they are being closed. The Department
of Agriculture, along with representatives of several other agencies.,
is working on econanic assistance to Utah, Idaho and Washington
cammmities affected by these plant closings. Unless the market
price rises, there will be further closings.

o

Several small mills have closed in Louisiana, although 1979
sugarcane production is projected to be slightly above last year.

o

'!he prices sugar producers are, receiving are below our estimates
of the national average cost of ·production. . Many producers are
losing. money.
·

last year we insisted upon major reliance on direct payments to support
sugar producer incanes. '!he argument for payments rests on expected ·
consumer savings fran lower costs. · But payments cost the. government
heavily through lost revenues. fran duties and tariffs, and fran the ·cost
of the payments themselves. And, using payments in 19ry9 to keep the
market price low could cost the government very substantial anounts-more than $1 billion above projected' budget outlays for the sugar loan
program in FY. 1979· and FY 1980. These costs do not include the cost of
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the payments themselves•, which would be paid .in FY 1981 or the losses in
duties and fees to the _General Fund.
o

There is powerful opposition to heavy- reliance on direct
payments. Many sugar. producers, the :high fructose corn sweetener
industry and many corn producers oppose the use of _direct· payments.
others oppose the use of payments without a payment !.imitation. We
support payment l.imits for other crops· but cannot apply them to
sugar because of the structure of the industry. As a result,
proposals for heavy reliance on direct payments cann0t be passed,
and I believe, should not be proposed.

o

In the closing hours of the last session of Congress, the
Administration supJ!.lOrted a 15.75¢ total support level--:J.:5¢ market
price pilus 0.75¢ payment--for the 1978 crop. In December you
issued a proclamation designed to support a 15¢ market price.

o

We also· agreed to support either of .2 1979 programs---one with
total support of 16.5¢, or one with total support of 16.62¢ per
pound. The market price objective would have been either 15.5 or
15.8¢ per pound.
.

A sound sugar program, supported by sugar users and! IIDst segments of the
sugar industry, now appears to be within reach.
Sweetener interests ·have beenf meeting with Administration representatives,
and there is agreement on most provisions of a realistic bill. The
differences, where they exist, are narrow:
o

All support the provisions concerning. the implercentation of
the International Sugar Agreement.

o

All support the use of duties and fees to protect the danestic
market price, and all favor ·rarov'ing the 50 percent ad valorum
lllnit on sugar inp:>rt fees· so that the gap between the world and
danestic price can always be fully closed.

o

All support provisions directing· the USDA to estimate the cost
of prcxlucing, processing and· refining sugar and high fructoSe corn
sweeteners, and to use these findings as a major factor in detennining
the. level of total -support to the danestic .sugar industry for sugar
supply years beginning with 1980.
· ·

o

All support relative stability in imports of sugar and in_
danes:tic prcxluction of sugar ·and fructose. · · There . is the recognition
and appreciation of the fact that fructose will oorrpete effectively
in our sweetener market, and that Sane of the· least efficient
sugarcane and sugar· beet producers and processors may not be able
to remain in business.
·

o

'lfue range. of difference in the· support level for ~ .1979 crop
among consumer, user, refiner, ·processor and prcxiucer interests is
from about 15.8-16.3¢ per _pound, below the level we agreed to
support late in the last session of ·Congress.
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o

There continues to be strong opposition to the use of payments,
but it appears a payment of a maxinn.lm of 0. 5¢ per pound could be
obtained in legislation, without having a payment li.mi!tation attached.

o

All outstde interests recognize that the market price will
have to rise in the years to cane. The only question is the
magnitude of the increase. Most of the outside interests will
support a market price inCrease ·that is· ·consistent with the anti:inflation guidelines, but sane favor a smal1er increase.

o

There is at least tenuous support for wage provisions for
sugar workers, to be enforCErl by the u.s. Department of labor:.

The major remaining question is:

What price increase is ih acco:rd with

the anti-inflation program?
The argument is made that increases in sugar prices are inflationary.
Certainly sugar price increases, like any other price increases, do have
an impact on consumer expenditures and inflation.
However, price. increases are essential for many American industries to
cover increaSes in costs they cannot oontrol, and the danestic sugar
industry is no exception.
We are working in close coo)?eration with the Council on Wage and Price
Stability in monitoring and assessing the sources of price inflation in
the entire fOOd and agriculture ~ctor of the ecoJ:la'!W. In that effort,
we recognized early that a system that only :rronitored prices. of products
soltd by agricultural input or food businesses would be totally inadequate.
To have a credible program, not only must· selling prices be monitored
but so must prices paid by the finn or ii1dustry of ooncern, and their
profits.
This approach must apply to the sugar question also. In fact, we
absolutely control the price of sugar, and will continue to do so unless
the world price rises to the danestic price., which is a rar.e event.
Since we control the price of sugar, we also control the .growth or demise
of the danestic industry. This is a major responsibility that dbes hot
fall upon my shoulders for most other agricultural. c::omrodities. Except.
for dairy products, tobacco and peanuts, all others are und& a different
.system, where the price is free to nove. And even for those three, ·the
price can move aboVe the support price without an autanatic action by
the government to reduce it. Only for sugar do we have such COIT'pletely
regulated prices.
Thus, the fundamental question is what kind of a sugar industry do we
want in this country? The Congress will help us decide this ·question,
but my recanmendation ts that we design sugar price policies to lead to
relative stability in our danestic market, and to relative stability in
our level of sugar imports. I believe that we should establish as a
policy objeetive the maintenance of our sugar imports in the 4.8-5.2
million ton range (exclusive of imports fran Puerto Rico, which are
covered by the U.S. sugar program) •
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I believe it is in the national interest that we pennit high fructose
corn sweeteners {HFCS) to continue to canpete with other sweeteners for
an increasing share of the danestic sweetener market. HFCS are a very
significant arrl growing factor in the danestic sweeterler market .because
they substitru.te directly for sugar in many uses, and they cost less to
produce. As a result, we should not attempt to institute a program with
payments so large that ·the econanic advantage HFCs has over danestic
sugar is ·effectively eliminated.
And, while there is no justification for· inefficient plants or inefficient
producers, we should avoid massive, sudden economic dislocation in the
danestic sugar industry. Adjus:bllent should be gradual· so that it can be
based on long-tenn economic efficiencies and so that the adjustment
impacts can be rninilrui:zed.•

I am recanmending that we support the market price of sugar in 1979 at
15.8¢ per pound. That is the level consistent with· the policy objectives
articulated above, and is the level we agreed to at the end of the last
session of Congress.
And, I reconmend price levels for subsequent years that pennit dcmestic
sl:lgar arrl HFCS producers to satisfy the growth in :the danestic sweetener
market and, at the same time, maintain imports at the relatively stable
level of 4. 8-5. 2 million tons per year. This would mean a gradual
· reduction iri the level of qanestic sugar production, and· a continuing

increase in the level of production of HFCS.

·

I believe this proposal 'WO'Uld· find strong sl:lpport from sweetener interests.
Frankly, I feel that a 15.8¢ price is realistic politically and that any
lower price is not.
Mr. President, our price support proposals for the S\:lgar .fndustry have
been consistently far ·below the cost of· production: for the dtmestic
ind.ustry. long after it was clear·. that there was no realistic chance of

agreement on a program depending heavily on payments, we repeatedly
fought for such programs. In spite of our ccmnitment to a viable danestic
industry, we are operating a program with support levels that imply
major econanic adjl.is:t:mellts for the danestic industry. M:my danestic
producers are in Serious trouble as a result. We have lost a large
measure of J;X>litical capital and credibility in the process and we have,
partly as a result, a virtually unworkable program.
Now the industry badly wants· legislation, and so do

we.

Without legislation,

we will very likely lose the ISA, and suffer very serious international
consequences fran its loss. Furthernore, the collapse of the ISA will
destabilize the world sugar price. IDwer world sugar prices could make

it .impossible to support danestic prices at C\:lrrent levels. Without
legislation the sugar loan program may incur budget outlays m:>re than $1
billion in excess of projected levels for the tw:> FY 1979-80 budgets.
The government could end up owning 2 million tons of sugar or m:>re by
early 1980. And, low domestic sugar prices imply substantial econanic
adjustments for the danestic sugar industry with requests for adjustment
assistance from the government.
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We have manentum now .in our work with the industry. We have oommitments
fran the Hill to work with us if -we can develop the industry support
that .seems well within reach. However, I believe tllat if we do not
propose' a .program· along the ·lines I have outlined, ·the Congress will
pass a more expensive program--rrore expensive to cons~s and more
expensive to the government. And, our need for legislative authority
may be so acute by then that it will be very difficult to veto even an
expensive bill.
I believe that we should propose a 15 •. 8¢ market price to the Co11gress,
In the event that Congress insists on
a higher total 1evel of incane support for sugar producers., we should
agree to accept additional ·incane ·support only in the form of a small
direct payment, and only if justified by detenninations based on increases
in the cost of production of sweeteners. Any direct payment should not
exceed 0. 5¢.
and hold finnly to that proposal.

A 15.8¢ ~ket price is consistent with the asslll'!ptions in our FY 1980
budget, although it is a very slightly lower price. That budget assumes
a 15.9¢ sugar price and revenues of $26 million fran repayment of loans
and $231 million fran sales of CCC owned· sugar, for a total of $592'
million in sugar revenues. I believe these revenue projections are
still realistic, given a 15.8¢ price. But, I also believe that any
lower price levei nms the extremely· serious risk of reducing both the
sales and the loan redemptions and, therefore, the risk of a major
negative impact on the FY 1979 and FY 1980 budgets.
The time is ripe. We can obtain legislation that is reasonable and
responsible. I urge that we nove quickly to obtain a bill. If you have
any concerBS or questions regarding my recc:nmendation, I would appreciate
:Jih~~~li1Jn'ty to meet w·
and your other advisors to fully discuss

ESTHER PETERSON
ATTACH.MENT

MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

February 9, 1979
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

ESTHER PETERSON

SUBJBCT:

Sugar Legislation

In your State of the Union me.ssage to Congress, you committed
the Adminis.tration to working toward a non- inflationary
domestic sugar prog,ram and:.ratification o£ the I'nternat:lona.l
Sugar Agreement. I am confidtent that achievement of these
two obj ective.s will be in the in,terests of consumers both
in the n&ar term and over the long run.
Consistent with your commitment and those objectives, I
recommend a legislative program which maintains the market
price at its present level of 15,0 cents per pound for the
1979 crop year, wi:~h such additional support as may be
necessary to be provided through deficiency paym~nts.
Should you feel that it is necessary to raise market prices
above current levels in order to secure ratification of the
International Sugar Agre.ement, I would urge that in no event
the market price be raised in excess o£ that allowed by your
anti-inflation program. A price of 15.47 cents per pound is
the maximum allowable and some argue that no more than 15.36
cents would be consistent with the guidelines.
While I realize that the International Sugar Agreement will
provide substantial long t.erm beneJi ts, I feel that acceptance
of a legislative package which violates your own- anti- inflation
guidelines is too high a price to pay for its ratification.
Proposing such a program-as· an administrative initiative
would be even worse.
If it were not for th.e sizeable long term benefits which can
potentially accrue from ratification of the International
Sugar Agreement~ economic considerat~ons alone would suggest
a lower price and a more rapid adjustment of the domest.ic
industry to world market conditions than would occur under
the proposal I am recommendin.g.

